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WELCOME LETTER
Photography: Nacho González

Following a pause and a period of reflection on its new format, CAAM’s Atlántica. 
Revista de Arte y Pensamiento now returns in a new digital and online phase that will 
expand the journal’s scope of action.

This new model, which also encompasses its working method, lends special 
importance to the Editorial Board, which will oversee Editorial Coordination, a 
committee responsible for selecting the contents of its Journal section.

This dynamic will involve an ongoing dialogue between the Directorate of the CAAM, 
the Editorial Board of Atlántica and the art centre’s Research Laboratory, with the 
technical coordination of its Publications Department.

CAAM has invited a cross-section of renowned local, national and international 
experts in the arts and culture to join the new Editorial Board, currently comprising 
Eli Cortiñas, Ticio Escobar, Hans-Michael Herzog, Marta Mantecón, Simon Njami, 
José Manuel Noceda, Nilo Palenzuela, Gabriela Salgado, Annabelle Teneze and 
Blanca de la Torre, thus ensuring manifold voices from practices cutting across 
curatorship, art criticism, art creation, literature and philosophy.

Prior to embarking on the first issues of this new phase, we decided to launch 
Issue Zero by way of introducing each one of the ten members of the new Editorial 
Board, who have freely chosen the format of the text with which they expound their 
personal lines of work and interests in contemporary art and culture.

As such, this Issue Zero serves as a presentation of Atlántica’s new phase which will 
focus on selecting themes, subject matters and contents from multiple perspectives 
in permanent dialogue.
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We will also contemplate the possibility of dedicating one or several issues to a 
specific thematic framework, or the Editorial Coordination may be offered to and 
taken on by external collaborators outside the Editorial Board itself, just as the 
Editorial Board may be expanded with the passing of time.

Atlántica will pay particular attention to the changing direction of contemporary 
artistic creation and thinking, and as the CAAM’s official journal it shall also act as a 
mouthpiece for the activities taking place at the museum.

CAAM’s Atlántica. Revista de Arte y Pensamiento expands its online reach with four 
basic sections or spaces on the CAAM webpage:

1 - Journal (Atlántica. Revista de Arte y Pensamiento) follows its conventional format 
in terms of numbers of essays, interviews, artist projects. The Editorial Coordination 
for each issue shall propose a selection of contents and invite contributions from up 
to seven experts and artists per issue.

2 – Más Atlántica is primarily dedicated to interviews on video or streaming with 
leading figures from the arts and culture who visit us during the development of 
CAAM’s working programme or with others persons considered of interest.

3 – Atlántica Islas is a section set aside as a channel for the dissemination of the 
ongoing programmes of galleries, art and cultural institutions, and events in the field 
of contemporary art and culture in the Canary Islands, which will be progressively 
expanded to include other fields of interest in the islands.

4 – Atlántica Internacional is a section set aside as a channel for the dissemination 
of major international events of interest in areas related with CAAM’s basic lines of 
action.

The CAAM Research Laboratory will be directly responsible for the Editorial 
Coordination of three of these sections (2, 3 & 4), which will also be fleshed out with 
contributions and suggestions from the Editorial Board.
We wish to express our most sincere gratitude to the members of the new Editorial 
Board, to all collaborators and to the whole team at CAAM who have made this 
exciting new phase of CAAM’s Atlántica. Revista de Arte y Pensamiento possible.

Orlando Britto Jinorio
Artistic Director, CAAM
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ELI CORTIÑAS

Eli Cortiñas is an artist of Cuban descent, born in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria 1979. 
She was a guest professor at the Art Academy Kassel, the Art Academy Mainz and 
is currently sharing a professorship with Prof. Candice Breitz at the University of Art 
Braunschweig. 

Cortiñas has been awarded numerous grants and residencies, including Fundación 
Botín Grant, Kunstfonds, Villa Massimo, Berlin Senate Film/ Video Grant, Villa Sträuli, 
Goethe Institute, Kölnischer Kunstverein, Rupert and Karl-Schmidt-Rottluff et al.

Her work has been presented in institutions such as Museum Ludwig, Kunsthalle 
Budapest, CAC Vilnius, SCHIRN Kunsthalle, SAVVY Contemporary, Museum Marta 
Herford, Pinakothek der Moderne, Centro Atlántico de Arte Moderno, Centre Georges 
Pompidou, Museum of Modern Art Moscow, Kunstmuseum Bonn and MUSAC et al., 
as well as in numerous international Biennials and film festivals. She lives and works 
in Berlin.

Photography: Michael Danner
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The house shook, 
the winds howled, 
the rain flooded, 
the mothers cooked
we overcame
     The house shook,
the rain flooded,
the mothers nurtured, 
we overcame 
 The winds howled,
the mothers bawled,
the house flooded,
the women care,
the rain flooded,
we overcame
 The house shook, 
the winds howled, 
the rain flooded, 
the women bawled,
 again, 
we overcame

FIRST MOVEMENT

Naming the unnamed, or the business of naming. 

In The Third Reich of Dreams, first published in Germany in 1962, Charlotte Beradt 
collected around 300 dreams that were dreamed between 1933 and 1939, during the 
Nazi period in Germany. There is for example the dream of Mr. S., a man of about 60 
years of age, owner of a medium-sized factory, who had a dream on the third day of 
Hitler’s seizure of power. 

In a brief dream he describes what studies by sociologists and political and medical 
scientists would retrospectively define as the effect of totalitarian domination on 
mankind.
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Mr. S. dreams the following: “Goebbels comes to my factory. I had my workers lined 
up in two rows, right and left. I have to stand in the middle and raise my arm to make 
the Hitler salute. It takes me more than half an hour to raise my arm, millimeter by 
millimeter. 

Goebbels watches my efforts as if it were a spectacle, without any expression of 
dissatisfaction or pleasure, but when I finally manage to raise my arm completely, 
he tells me ‘I don’t want your salute’. He turns around and walks to the exit door. 
And there I am, in my own business, surrounded by my workers, with my arm raised, 
which I am now unable to lower down.

I only manage to do so by fixing my gaze on Goebbels’ deformed limping foot as he 
walks. I stay like that until I wake up.”1

A bourgeois housewife dreams this: “At night I try to unravel the swastika from the 
Nazi flag hanging in my street and I am proud and happy about it, but the next day 
when I get up and look out of the window, the swastika reappears sewn up.”2

Another dream reveals the following: “I dream that I fly over Nuremberg, that I lasso 
Hitler right in the middle of the National Socialist party conference and that I end up 
sinking him between England and Germany. Sometimes I fly to England and tell the 
government where Hitler is and that it was me who sank him at sea.”3

In the foreword to a recent edition of Toni Morrison’s famous book Song of Solomon, 
the author speaks of her initial disbelief when some authors, instead of naming 
sources or references that have influenced them in their work, refer to the existence 
of some sort of muse that inspires them.

Later in the text, Morrison confesses that it was only after her father’s death and 
during the process of writing the aforementioned book that she first experienced the 
propulsive presence of a muse, a voice guiding her, as she wrote the book.

1   Charlotte Beradt, Das Dritte Reich des Traumes (Suhrkamp Verlag, 1994)

2 	  Ibídem.

3 	  Ibídem.
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Morrison’s initial scepticism regarding artists who do not mention their sources 
of inspiration is not surprising, since the practice of obscuring, denying, silencing, 
obviating or simply erasing the sources of the fabric of what we have come to 
understand as culture is commonplace. The practice of not-naming is no stranger to 
the house of creative production.

Especially when those “muses” or “sources of inspiration” are women, people 
of colour, or belong to communities that have been oppressed, colonized and/or 
dispossessed not only of their rights and land, but also of their material culture and 
knowledge. 

Looting is not only an act of violence, but also the basis on which most of the 
museum collections in the West are built. The foundation of such collections is 
often found in a material world that was violently obtained and whose rightful 
owners are denied access to that same material world they have been deprived of, 
in addition to being denied entry to the countries that have declared themselves the 
guardians and custodians of their culture.

Political theorist Ariella Aïsha Azoulay argues that “those whose worlds have been 
destroyed by five centuries of imperialism have the right to live near the objects 
that have been plundered from their culture.”4 She further suggests that “those 
objects could constitute the very ‘documentation’ that the countries that host these 
museums now demand of immigrants.”5

Healing the Museum is the name of a performative project by Kenyan-British artist 
Grace Ndiritu. In an attempt to restore the sense of the spiritual intrinsically linked 
to the objects in the museum’s collections, Ndiritu has transformed museums with 
a virulent colonial history through shamanic rituals to which she invites artists, 
activists, theorists, curators and museum directors to participate. 

In an article titled On the Limits of Care and Knowledge, the artistic director of the 
2019 Chicago Architecture Biennial, Yesomi Umolu, proposes a pertinent reflection 
on the limits of knowledge and care within contemporary art institutions.

4   Ariella Aïsha Azoulay, It is not possible to decolonize the museum without decolonizing the world
 (Guernica Mag, 12.3.2020) https://www.guernicamag.com/miscellaneous-files-ariella-aisha-azoulay/

5 	  Ibídem.

https://www.guernicamag.com/miscellaneous-files-ariella-aisha-azoulay/
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Umolu criticizes in her text the exclusionary character still maintained by museums 
today “that cater to the privileged and were built for the betterment of the Western 
subject and society at the expense of the Other.”6 She also adds that this fact is 
further complicated because “museums consider themselves spaces of respite 
away from real politics and social injustices.”7 

When it’s not objects, but bodies or human remains the ones held hostage in 
museum collections, restitution processes are complex and can be further 
complicated if those bodies are painted or tattooed.

In the case of a Maori head, for example, the fact that it is tattooed makes it an art 
object and therefore subjected to laws that allow the country holding it to declare it 
a national cultural heritage and obstruct its restitution. Brazilian artist Maria Theresa 
Alvez proposes with her project Fair Trade Head a fair exchange of heads between 
the Maori - whose descendants are denied the return of their ancestors’ heads 
by France - and the citizens of the country that retains them, through a symbolic 
gesture of heads exchange. The French heads, which are symbolically donated by 
their own bearers, may be retained by the Maori until the French government returns 
to them all the Maori heads whose restitution has been denied. 

What is your name? 

In her brilliant Race After Technology, Ruha Benjamin points to a U.S. study stating 
that job applicants “with ‘white’ sounding names received 50% more calls from 
the companies they wrote to than job applicants with African-American sounding 
names. 

They calculated that the racial difference amounted to eight years of relevant work 
experience, which the white applicants did not have on their resumes.”8

For Benjamin, naming a baby is a very serious matter, for it is not merely a matter 
of choosing a name, but of choosing with it the values, beliefs and narratives 
that manifest themselves when those names are faced with a system in which 
a “mainstream” name equals a white name, which in turn equals invisibility and 
therefore immunity.

6 	  Yesomi Umolu, On the limits of care and knowledge (Arnet, 15.6.2020) https://news.artnet.com/opinion/limits-of-care-and-knowledge-
yesomi-umolu-op-ed-1889739

7   Ibídem. 

8 	  Ruha Benjamin, Race After Technology (Polity Press, 2019)

https://news.artnet.com/opinion/limits-of-care-and-knowledge-yesomi-umolu-op-ed-1889739
https://news.artnet.com/opinion/limits-of-care-and-knowledge-yesomi-umolu-op-ed-1889739
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Benjamin emphasizes that «not being marked by race allows you to reap the 
benefits, but escape responsibility for your role in an unjust system».9

Amanda Melissa Baggs (They/ Them) was an American artist and theorist 
interested not only in challenging categories of ability, but in identifying the notion 
of what it really means to be able to speak, as well as questioning who establishes 
that notion of ability. It was for that purpose that they engaged in the creation of 
an archive of their own vocabulary with which they offer help in redefining the rigid 
paradigms that shape the conception of language.

In a video entitled In My Language, Baggs introduces us to their language, their mode 
of expression, which is exempt from oral or written speech and involves repeated 
movements and interactions with different objects and elements. After a brief 
pause in the video, a commentary appears, in the form of a subtitled voiceover, in 
which Baggs explains how inclusivity works in a world designed for people without 
disabilities and how limited our perception of language really is.

Baggs’ voiceover, which is articulated through a computerized text-to-speech 
conversion system, explains to us that the way we see them interact in the 
video is not a symptom of cognitive limitations, quite the opposite, it is simply 
not understandable to those who do not speak their language. Baggs powerful 
statement in the video continues: “We are considered non-communicative if we 
don’t speak the standard language, but other people are not considered non-
communicative if they are foreign to our own languages, so much so that they don’t 
believe those languages exist.

I want you to know that this is not intended as a voyeuristic spectacle in which you 
can see the strange workings of the autistic mind.

This is meant to be a powerful statement about the existence and value of many 
different types of thinking and interaction in a world where whether or not your 
behaviour resembles that of the vast majority determines whether you are seen as a 
real person, an adult, or an intelligent person.”10

9 	  Ibídem.

10  Amanda M. Baggs, In My Language, 2007, 8’30’’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnylM1hI2jc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnylM1hI2jc
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In her book Indigenous Women in Defense of the Earth, Aimé Tapia González 
advocates for a dialogue between Western feminisms and the feminisms and 
movements of indigenous women who defend the earth and the Abda Yala territory - 
the term used by the Kuna people to name the American continent before the arrival 
of Christopher Columbus.

Tapia González emphasizes how indigenous forms of knowledge are not considered 
knowledge in the first place, because they don’t belong to the Western construction 
of language.

Considering the role that intellectuals can play in often contributing to perpetuate 
ethnocentric and androcentric knowledge constructions, it may be controversial 
to quote a German anthropologist in the context proposed by Tapia González - an 
author who emphasises the need to make indigenous women visible as producers of 
knowledge.

However, the example described by anthropologist and linguist Carlos Lenkersdorf 
in Tapia González book may be key to understand how a language that transforms 
subjects into objects is analogous to all forms of domination: “In order to show the 
differences between Indo-European and Amerindian languages, Lenkersdorf uses as 
an example a sentence in two versions: Spanish and Maja-Tojolabal: 1) “Les Dije”(I 
said to them).

This statement is composed of subject (yo)(I), verb (dije)(said), indirect object (les)
(them). Since in Maya-Tojolabal there are no direct objects, indirect objects, or 
objects of any kind, the approximate translation is: 2) “I said. You heard”” Here we 
see two subjects collaborating together in a common action.

The sentence in Spanish expresses the relationship between a subject that 
determines the meaning of the sentence, while the indirect object is understood 
although it is not explicitly mentioned.

Isn’t it perhaps this same construction, which is characterized by turning its 
interlocutors into objects, the one that reduces the manifestations of other cultures 
to myths, legends, magic, superstitions, dialects, etc.?”11

11 	  Aimé Tapia Gonzáles, Mujeres Indígenas en Defensa de la Tierra (Ediciones Cátedra: Anaya S.A., 2018)
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Harun Farocki’s film The Inextinguishable Fire from 1969 was conceived as a protest 
to the Vietnam War - or as it is better known in Vietnam, the war of resistance 
against the United States.

Farocki begins his film by reading the statement of Thai Bihn Dahn, a Vietnamese 
man who had been the victim of a napalm bomb that burned his face, arms and legs. 
Farocki finishes reading Bihn Dahn’s statement and before proceeding to put out a 
lit cigarette on his own arm - to demonstrate how much more a napalm bomb would 
burn - he turns to the camera and says:

“If we show you the image of the napalm burns, you will close your eyes. First you 
will close your eyes to the images. Then you will close your eyes to the memory. 
Then you will close your eyes to the facts. And finally you will close your eyes to the 
whole context.”12

The Bolivian and half-Aymara activist and sociologist Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui 
explains in her book The Sociology of the Image, that an image not only functions as 
an illustration of something, but also as a theory. For her, the image is understood 
as a way of rethinking the role of visual language in the prevailing structures of 
domination.

Cusicanqui speaks of decolonizing our own consciousness, overcoming Western 
oculocentrism and turning the gaze into an organic and complete experience that 
also involves the other senses, such as smell or touch. Something she defines as 
“reintegrating the act of looking back into the body.”13

SECOND MOVEMENT

The dissolution of the self, or the wild exercise of the imagination.

As the poet Mary McAnally said, «pain teaches us to pull our fingers out of the 
fucking fire.”14 

One of the first African filmmakers to subvert the iconography of the western film 
genre was Moustapha Alassane.

12 	  Harun Farocki, The Inextinguishable Fire,1969, 21’44’’

13   Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, La Sociología de la Imagen (Tinta Limón, 2015)

14   Audre Lorde quoting Mary McAnally in Sexism: An American Dissease in Blackface (1979)
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Alassane was a Nigerian filmmaker who became known for his use of animation 
in short films that often critique the political system in his country and the West. In 
his first fiction film, 1966’s The Return Of An Adventurer, black cowboys appear for 
the first time in African cinema.In the film, a group of boys and one girl anxiously 
await the return of Jimmy, a mutual friend who returns after having visited the United 
States.

Jimmy returns with his luggage full of gifts for his friends: cowboy hats, costumes 
and weapons that will later ignite a war between the generations of the Hausa 
village in which they live. Alassane demonstrates a great sense of humour by 
reversing the classic antagonism of the western film genre, in which Westerners 
are portrayed as civilised and Indians as uncivilised or “primitive”. In this case, it is 
the Muslim community of the Hausa who embodies law and order and the cowboys 
behave as the true “primitives”. 

There is only one female character in a central role in the film, a young woman who 
awaits Jimmy’s return and who answers to the name of Reine Christine (Queen 
Christine). Reine Christine greets Jimmy dressed in traditional regional clothing, but 
refuses to remain in the traditional role and demands to participate in the cowboy 
game and to dress as one of them.

In this remarkably intelligent piece, Alassane, not only manages to subvert the 
genre of American cinema par excellence, but he also gives his only female lead the 
significant name of Reine Christine, an obvious and emancipatory reference to the 
legendary Queen Christina of Sweden. 

Queen Christina of Sweden was born in 1626. Her story is that of an extraordinary 
woman of great intellect who abdicated and turned down her right to the throne in 
order to be free.

Rejected by her mother when she was born, but loved and adored by her father, 
the King of Sweden, she has been described as an extravagant, intelligent and 
independent woman with a great facility for languages, which led her to establish 
a long friendship and correspondence with the French philosopher Descartes. 
Passionate about horseback riding, hunting and fencing, the typical female activities 
of the time were not exactly attractive to Christina, who was the subject of endless 
jokes because of her deep voice and remarkable physical stamina.
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She liked to wear men’s clothing and was suspected of having an intimate 
relationship with her cousin Ebba. Based on their relationship and several notes she 
left behind after her death, it has been speculated that she was a lesbian.

Queen Christina’s physical appearance not only gave rise to offence, denigration 
and jokes, but also to criticism regarding her abilities as a political leader. This is not 
surprising when we take into account the times in which she lived. However, female 
authority continues to be questioned today in the public and political sphere.

Italian artist Bianca Pucciarelli Menna was born in Salerno in 1931 and was reborn 
as Tomaso Binga, her alter ego, in Rome in 1977. Menna had been making art during 
the 1960s, but in the midst of the feminist movement of the 1970s, she decided to 
marry her alter ego and take a male name as a way of critiquing the reigning gender 
inequality and the lack of visibility of female artists. Oggi Spose (Just Married) was 
the name of the performance in which Binga invited to celebrate the “wedding” 
between Tomaso Binga and Bianca Menna. The cards and gifts left by the guests 
turned gradually into an installation.

The famous work of American artist Barbara Kruger, Your Body Is a Battleground, 
was created for the 1989 Women’s March in Washington in support of reproductive 
freedom. It became the visual emblem of the many battles to be fought.

In April 2008, German Chancellor Angela Merkel attended the opening of the new 
opera house in Oslo and received a lot of criticism and rebuke for her revealing outfit.

The cleavage she was showing in her night gown caused a huge stir, gaining 
international media attention and sparking a major political debate in Germany.

The media went crazy when they “discovered” Angela Merkel was a woman with 
feminine attributes. 

In addition to all the jokes and sexist remarks to which the chancellor was subjected, 
the incident became more serious and Germany began to publicly debate how much 
cleavage a nation’s leader should be allowed to show.

The question that arises goes beyond the choice of clothing, we have to ask 
ourselves first and foremost, how we have learned to look at women who wield 
power and why the definition of power itself and/or authority excludes the image of 
a woman. 
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It seems that we don’t have a model for a powerful woman, except that she has to 
look like a man.

It is a well-known fact that, under the guidance of a tutor at the National Theatre 
in London, former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher underwent a vocal 
training program that included special exercises aimed at reducing the timbre of her 
voice to make it sound deeper. In recordings made before and after this training, a 
substantial difference in Thatcher’s voice can be clearly noted. 

But it seems that the problem with the female voice dates back to ancient times. 
Historian Mary Beard states in her book Women and Power: A Manifesto that 
Western culture has a long tradition of silencing women. Beard begins her book by 
describing the following scene from Homer’s Odyssey: 

“Telemachus, after being scolded by his mother Penelope for making too much 
noise with his friends, reprimands Penelope with these words: ‘Talking is a man’s 
business.’ A man silences a woman. That is what makes a man a man. Silence 
as a requirement for a woman is inherent in Western culture. How do we explain 
otherwise that when a woman speaks in public it is considered threatening or 
annoying, eternally annoying?”15

In 2019, Democratic Senator Elizabeth Warren was interrupted while trying to read 
a letter in the Senate. It was a letter written by Coretta Scott King, Martin Luther 
King’s widow, in which she explained what the imminent election of Jeff Sessions as 
Attorney General would mean for the African-American population.

Scott King alluded to Jeff Sessions’ murky past and explained how he had been 
directly involved in blocking the voting rights of African-American citizens, who were 
beaten to prevent them from entering the polls. 

Senator Elizabeth Warren thought that it would be the right moment to read the 
letter, in order to question the election of the future Attorney General. After being 
interrupted several times by Senator Mitch McConnell, she was cut off and could not 
finish reading it.

15 	  Mary Beard, Women and Power: A Manifesto (Profile Books, 2017)
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Later, after the recording of the incident went viral, five senators, all men, read the 
same letter on the Senate. Needless to say, none of them was ever interrupted.

Writer Saidiya Hartmann coined the term “critical fabulation”, a method of blending 
together archival material and speculative fiction to subvert dominant narratives, 
counter-narrating the forgotten, silenced and erased histories within a deeply 
patriarchal and racist production of knowledge. 

In her fabulous book Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments, Hartman examines the 
lives of young African American women and queer people, who do not fit the binary 
definition of gender: “Few, then or now, recognized young black women as sexual 
modernists, free lovers, radicals, and anarchists (...)

They have not been given any credit, nothing: they remain unimportant “surplus” 
women, girls deemed unfit for history and destined to be minor figures. This book 
is inspired by a different set of values and recognizes the revolutionary ideals that 
animate ordinary lives. It explores utopian yearnings and the promise of a future 
world that lies in rebellion and refusal to be ruled.” 16

Hartman’s work reveals a long tradition of “practices of rejection and criticism of a 
state that manifests itself primarily as a regulating and punishing force; a force for 
brutal containment and the violation and eradication of black life.”17

The work of American artist and activist Stephanie Dinkins focuses on issues of 
inclusion and representation in robotic technology and Artificial Intelligence. Dinkins 
explores new forms of social engagement that allow artificial technologies to be 
used by anyone, who in turn can actively participate in their design and configuration.

For Dinkins, Artificial Intelligence should not be created exclusively by a small, white 
and male group of specialists, but should be fostered by and for very different 
segments of our society, especially those who have been marginalised and 
underrepresented. One of her most famous works is a piece titled Conversations 
With Bina 48, a series of protocols of conversations developed between the artist 
and Bina 48 since 2014. Bina 48 is the first African-American humanoid robot with 
one of the most advanced forms of Artificial Intelligence. 

16 	  Saidiya Hartmann, Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments (W.W. NORTON & CO, 2019)

17 	  Saidiya Hartman, On insurgent histories and the abolitionist imaginary (14.7.2020, Artforum) 
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Dinkins describes this project as “a quest for friendship with a humanoid robot, 
turned into a rabbit hole of questions and an examination of the coding of social, 
cultural and future histories at the intersection of technology, race, gender and social 
equity.”18

Bina 48 was created by the Terrasem Movement Foundation as an exact replica 
of Bina Rothblatt, the wife of the foundation’s founder, Martine Rothblatt (formerly 
known as Martin Rothblatt). Bina 48 was born as a possibility to create a sentient 
robot in the image and likeness of Bina Rothblatt, in which her consciousness and 
memories could be successively stored (uploaded). 

Martine Rothblatt believes in the mortality of the human body, but maintains that 
our minds can be stored and preserved in devices such as Bina 48. The goal of 
this process is that in a not too distant future, when our bodies can be frozen and 
defrosted years later, our consciousness, which has been stored in sentient robots 
like Bina 48, can be uploaded back into our physical body.

Artificial Intelligence, algorithm building and machine learning have been steadily 
mystified as purely neutral entities and as autonomous processes, completely 
detached from human intervention. But the reality is that these technologies amplify 
existing problems ranging from the perpetuation of bias - historical, technical, racial 
or gender bias - to the inequity of economic power between the Global North and the 
Global South.

On the one hand, we have the aforementioned problem of bias, perpetuated through 
the input of the historical datasets that serve as the source of machine learning and 
algorithms. Historical bias, also known as global bias, are already evident in society 
prior to technological intervention and are automatically naturalised, i.e. the already 
existing inequality is quietly introduced in an apparently neutral technology. 

On the other hand, we have military agencies and large corporations in the Global 
North outsourcing to an invisible and precarious workforce in the Global South. 
This process has been called by theorists Matteo Pasquinelli and Vladan Joler the 
“assembly line of machine learning”19, referring to the perpetuation of a system of 
production, manufacture and division of labour born during the industrial revolution.

18 	  Stephanie Dinkins, Conversations with Bina 48 (2014 – ongoing) https://www.stephaniedinkins.com/conversations-with-bina48.html

19 	  Matteo Pasquinelli/ Vladan Joler, The Nooscope Manifested: AI as Instrument of Knowledge Extractivism (2020) https://nooscope.ai/

https://www.stephaniedinkins.com/conversations-with-bina48.html
https://nooscope.ai/
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THIRD MOVEMENT

The planet en route

There is no place like home
There is no place like home
There is no place like home
There is no place
There is no
Place
Dis-Place-d          Eternally 
Dis-Place-d  

”If we want to understand the world better, we have to tremble with it.”20

What is the purpose of this publication? To build on its solid legacy a new future 
in the midst of a dystopian world? A world in which social differences, inequality, 
racism, asymmetries of power and above all, inequity in the distribution of material 
wealth, threaten life more than ever? Are the worlds we intend to build with this 
attempt of communal articulation, worlds with which we are going to tremble? And 
who trembles inside the gated communities? Who trembles inside the prisons? Who 
trembles along with the rivers, the oceans, the forest, the plants, the birds and all 
other species? Does the Matsutake tremble, or have we learnt our lesson?

20 	  Édouard Glissant in Manthia Diawara’s Édouard Glissant – Un Monde en Relation (2010)

ÍNDICE
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CONVERSATIONS WITH A FICUS: SUSTAINABILITY, ECOSOCIAL 
CRISIS AND MULTISPECIES COEXISTENCE

In recent years we have seen many different art practices and projects which engage 
with multispecies coexistence and various lines of posthumanist thinking. I have 
travelled along this path on many occasions within my own work, without being able 
to avoid a certain self-criticism and a somewhat cynical attitude to what we have got 
used to calling the “art world”.

My curatorial research over recent years has led to an inevitable intersection 
between my two main interests: ecology and art. The result has been an almost 
obsessive endeavour to demonstrate the effectiveness of art practices in bringing 
the climate crisis to the table and offering alternative viewpoints that call for action.

And here I find myself, in a personal exercise in narration aimed at a ficus, 
synthesising my trajectory—with all its doubts, mistakes and possible successes—
and at once recording it here as a kind of testimonial evidence.

To be honest, the fact of explaining to this species of tree the impossibility of 
maintaining a model of infinite growth—both in our everyday practices as well as 
in those related with culture—which clashes head-on with the physical limits of our 
planet, is a conversation that barely differs from those I often have with certain 
institutions.

I constantly bring up the concept of soft power1 which is able to create knowledge, 
seduction, inspiration and even positive coercion towards a stirring of awareness, 
and a call to action at the critical moment of systemic non-sustainability in which 
we find ourselves. Owing to its more invisible nature and its apparently more subtle 
character, curatorship becomes a very powerful tool.

1  The concept of soft power was coined in the late-twentieth century by the Harvard professor Joseph Nye to refer to the power of 
 culture to influence political action.
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The reality of a world with limited resources places us at a juncture where art has to 
take on a twofold responsibility: one corresponding to its symbolic character and 
the power this gives it to wield change, and the other to adopt a coherent support to 
monitor its own environmental footprint. If we do not bear in mind our own impact 
and act accordingly, any discourse runs the risk of being contradictory and therefore 
being deactivated.

This is why, from my practice, I seek to address my ecosocial concerns from a 
theoretical-practical approach that is developed in consonance with postulates 
from realms like ecofeminism, degrowth, environmentalism of the poor, certain 
posthumanist theses and various iterations of the above.

To illustrate the above, I propose a summary overview of some of my projects, 
without glossing all the artists and avoiding as much as possible focusing on 
specific ones or in the theoretical development of their underlying thesis, with a view 
to centring on the part I would venture to call more methodological and curatorial 
sustainability.

I will begin with Overview Effect, an exhibition currently on view at MoCAB in 
Belgrade, which will have further ramifications with museums and institutions in 
different latitudes like Finland, Poland, Mexico, USA and Spain and whose artistic 
direction I shared with Zoran Erić.

In its conception, we developed a practice which I have been gradually incorporating 
into the projects I work on in order to implement them in as sustainable a fashion 
as possible: a list of sustainability guidelines I have drawn up as a personal way of 
lending attention to the carbon footprint in each phase of each project.

In the case of MoCAB, we focused on the following: to avoid the use of petroleum 
products and contaminating materials, the use of biodegradable recycled 
materials or, failing this, ones with eco-labelling, to draw up a plan for the reuse of 
museographic elements, to avoid building walls, a waste disposal plan, an overall 
plan to reduce energy, the use of LED lighting, to avoid air transport, to prioritise 
local production, online meetings and, in general, the application of the 7 Rs of 
sustainability: reduce, reuse, recycle, reject, rethink, redistribute and reclaim.
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The title of the project Overview Effect is a term coined by Frank White in 1987 to 
describe the cognitive shift reported by a number of astronauts on having looked 
back from Space at their home planet Earth. In our case, it ironically questions the 
need to take such a distant point of view of the planet we occupy, as a 'crew of the 
Spaceship Earth' to use Buckminster Fuller's metaphor, to realize that this 'spaceship' 
is slowly running out of 'fuel' and that the crew is in need of 'oxygen'?

In this way, this project seeks to address the issue of the environmental justice 
that can only be approached through an analysis of the inextricable links between 
climate change and other forms of injustice related to gender, race, corporate 
imperialism, indigenous sovereignty, and the importance of decolonizing and de-
anthropocentrizing the planet in order to reshape an inclusive mindset akin to a 
multispecies world.

To this end, we explore alternative exhibition-making formats that respond to the 
rhizomatic idea of Eco_Labs, laboratories of production and knowledge, with six 
interconnected areas of research: Gender, Race and the Colonial Trace; Watertopias; 
There is No Edge! (Land and Environmental Problematics); Learning from Indigenism; 
Beyond Anthropocene (Posthumanism, Animism and Multispecies World), and a 
section dedicated to future speculations: Back to the Future.

Due to the crisis brought by the outbreak of SARS-CoV-2, and in order to continue 
with the project while avoiding the virtual formats that have led to an online inflation 
on behalf of ‘creative’ institutions, we decided to divide the project into two phases: 
the second of which will be held once the pandemic is over, and the first phase, 
opened this past autumn, which moved some of the installations outdoors to the 
museum’s sculpture park, as well as site-specific interventions by artists in different 
urban and rural areas, activist projects in collaboration with local environmental 
associations, workshops with artists and educational programmes, and also an 
extensive programme of lectures and panel discussions.

Among the works on view was Built-up Area I, (2020) by Branislav Nikolić, a three-
dimensional interpretation of traffic signs indicating a built-up area, like those that 
can be found as you enter cities almost anywhere in the world, touching on the 
global ecological problems that are leading us to collapse.
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In the case of Kinga Kiełczyńska, in Limits to Growth (Extended), 2020, the artist 
reuses discarded solar panels to build a model for a sustainable shelter that draws 
on techno-primitivist and solarpunk imaginaries. By combining shelter and the 
production of energy, she alludes to possible scenarios in which basic human needs 
could be met in a way that dovetails with basic demands for energy.

In a similar vein, Mary Mattingly presents a spherical, modular and amphibious 
structure (Pull, 2020), offering visitors the possibility of being part of a small 
ecosystem of insects and plants that live thanks to water circuits, based on 
interdependence between people and the living inhabitants of the work.

Markus Hiesleitner (Ground Control – Joining the Earthworms, 2020) underscores 
the importance of the action of earthworms, referring to Charles Darwin’s The 
Formation of Vegetable Mould Through the Action of Worms (1881) based on his 
experiments that observed the decomposition of a stone and the speed at which it 
‘disappears’ into the earth through the action of these invertebrates. The earthworms 
are protected by a tent, lit by a red light—completely inoffensive to the earthworms—
which allows them to be observed during darkness and the dawn.

In her work, Tea Mäkipää questions the system based on the individual’s right to 
consume natural resources to the degree that their income allows. Here she placed 
The Ten Commandments for the 21st Century (2007-2020) at the entrance to the 
museum, a kind of Decalogue for this century that could help to slow down and 
gradually repair some parts of the environmental disaster caused by humans.

Tomas Colbengtson belongs to the Sami, a nomadic people who live in the northern 
parts of Scandinavia, and the only remaining indigenous people in Europe. His 
work examines how the colonial legacy has changed the life of his community, and 
processes and mechanisms that equally affect all indigenous peoples in any part of 
the world. In We the People (2020) he defends the need for national constitutions to 
listen to voices of indigenous peoples, whose rights they ignore.

The Škart collective recovers local customs and rituals, for decades written off as 
folklore, which are in fact little lessons in living together and relating with one’s 
environment. In Water Remembers (2020) it returns to the language of pictograms 
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in a series of illustrated poems installed around the museum as well as in different 
natural rural and urban areas in Belgrade, Belo Blato, Mužlja, and Vranjska Banja, 
some of which, in the artists’ own words, are aimed at animals and aliens.

Also integrated in the urban landscape is the mural work by PSJM called Species 
in Extinction and Human Population from 1800 to 2030 (2020) which represents 
the parallel evolution of the extinction of species and the increase in the human 
population between the two dates, in an aesthetization of statistics.

PSJM, Especies en extinción y población humana de 1800 a 2010, 2020. Mural painting. Courtesy of the artists and 
Museum of Contemporary Art Belgrade MSUB / MoCAB, Belgrade, Serbia.
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Other interventions beyond the confines of the museum walls include those by 
Mirko Nikolić, Mariëlle Videler and Anna Moreno. Nikolić’s work, water is (non)
life #1: beyond empire (2020) takes a look at ways of life and collectivity after 
extractivism: in the ruins left by this dominant economic-political apparatus, and on 
the boundaries where extractivism tries to expand its machinery. Videler, meanwhile, 
has collaborated with the national postal service to create postage stamps featuring 
her imaginary birds (The Carrier, 2020).

The first part of Moreno’s project Billenium (2020) is being developed on Instagram 
where the artist will periodically publish extracts from her upcoming book of the 
same name in which she combines utopian architecture with sci-fi literature by J. G. 
Ballard. The project speculates about a future scenario in which the disappearance 
of bees leads to a world where honey has become the gold-standard in the market, 
above gold itself or oil.

And then there is the performance by Regina José Galindo burying herself in the 
garden of her home in Guatemala, broadcast live via Zoom, as well as a whole 
series of lectures, workshops, events and working groups with local activists and 
international collaborators to further explore the issues raised by Overview Effect 
from different angles and contexts.

When curating another project, Fingers Crossed (Now, Yesterday and Perhaps 
Tomorrow),2 which I worked on jointly with Sue Spaid, we employed a similar set of 
sustainability guidelines. We started out from the premise that artists have always 
proved themselves to be great futurists, proposing other visions or alternatives 
to environmental problems such as atmospheric pollution, global warming, 
over-exploitation of natural resources, the rights of the Earth and indigenous 
communities, problems surrounding water, the loss of biodiversity, and so on.

We dedicated the proposals to the past, present and future, with a separate floor for 
each section

2  Held at ADN Platform, in Sant Cugat, and set to tour to CDAN in Huesca, but cancelled due to the pandemic.
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On view in the section Now were projects like A People's Archive of Sinking 
and Melting (2012-2019) by Amy Balkin, consisting of a collection of materials 
contributed by people living in places that may disappear because of the impact 
of climate change like, for instance, Anvers Island (Antarctica), Greenland, Kivalina 
(Alaska), Miami, Nepal, New Orleans, Trinidad and Tobago, Tuvalu, among many 
others; alongside others such as the ceramics by Jean Francois Paquay (Hello 
Pepito, 2018-2019) created using invasive plants; or the installation by Søren 
Dahlgaard coming from his project in the Maldives (Small Coral Island in Maldives, 
2002-ongoing), which consisted in creating a local company to supply fruit and 
vegetables to hotels and resorts who used to import produce from distant places, 
an extraordinary idea if you bear in mind the serious threat this chain of atolls in the 
Indian Ocean is under because of the rise in sea level.

The work dialogued fluidly with the lenticular images of corals by Diane Burko and 
Anna Tas (Reef Project, 2018) which provide multiple perspectives of coral reefs 
that are disappearing at an alarming rate. Coral is one of the best thermometers to 
monitor the health of the planet, and its discoloration is one of the concerns that 
obsesses me and which I have investigated on previous occasions.3

We also showed the work by Laboratory for Microclimates (LfM) which undertakes 
actions like what it calls ‘depaving’, which is to say the elimination of impermeable 
surfaces so that the ground can absorb rainwater and thus reduce heat 
accumulation. Meanwhile, in Be Dammed, Carolina Caycedo brings together all sorts 
of materials while working with Colombian, Brazilian and Mexican communities 
affected by the industrialization and privatization of river systems, exploring the 
power structures associated with the corporatization and destruction of water 
resources.

The extraordinary drawings in gold ink in Marie Velardi’s installation Wanta Wayana 
(2007) came about as a response to her collaboration with the indigenous 
Wayana community in French Guiana. The mining of gold seriously threatens their 
ecosystem because the mercury used in the extraction process is poured into the 
river or forest, from where it then passes into the food chain. In addition, Velardi 
found inspiration in the body paintings that are part of the community’s rituals, also 
under threat of disappearance.

3  In 2017 I undertook the ARTSail research residency, in collaboration with the South Florida Arts Centre and the Frost Museum of 
 Science in Miami, to investigate the water problems in the bay of Florida. For further information see: https://www.artsail.info/gallery-3

https://www.artsail.info/gallery-3
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The chapter Yesterday contained a selection of works by pioneering artists who 
were instrumental in shaping environmental consciousness in the seventies, like 
Teresa Murak, who, with the purpose of calling attention to the lack of green areas in 
Warsaw, walked around the city streets cloaked in a large coat of cress.

With it, she not only transformed her own body into a green space, but also 
challenged the communist government’s ban on public protest. Other pioneering 
works on view were the first poster for Earth Day, 1970, made by the artist Robert 
Rauschenberg, or the actions by Nicolás García Uriburu on contaminated water, like 
when he dyed the water of the Grand Canal in Venice in 1968 with a fluorescent 
green colour to protest against the state of the water.

The final chapter, Perhaps Tomorrow, anticipated more technological future visions 
like Buckminster Fuller’s celebrated geodesic domes that floated over inhospitable 
landscapes, the inflatable cushion for breathing by Ant Farm, and many other artists 
who based their projects on speculative futures, like Marcos Lutyens, who proposes 
turning oil platforms into high-seas cities which, because of their height, will not be 
affected by the rise of sea levels (Island Ark, 2018-2019).

Similar sustainability guidelines were also employed in the process of production of 
the exhibition Hybris4 which I curated at MUSAC in León, Spain, with the purpose of 
creating a landscape that speaks to political, economic and social ecology based on 
the gazes of around forty international, national and local artists, half of which were 
women.

Once again, the methodology for the curatorial selection was deliberately 
conditioned by sustainable ways of working and to this end a set of guidelines were 
laid down similar to the ones mentioned earlier.

The exhibition was divided into three chapters, each one of which was further divided 
into two interrelated thematic sections.

4  Hybris. Una aproximación ecoestética was held at MUSAC, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Castilla y León in 2017.
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Layout of Hybris at entrance to the exhibition, reused panel handpainted with eco-friendly paint. 
Courtesy of Blanca de la Torre and MUSAC, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Castilla y León

The first room, Solutions, contained a selection of projects in which the artists 
leveraged strategies of reparation to ecological problems, which was further 
divided into two sections: what we could call practices of recovery or restorationist 
aesthetics, and those we could classify as Ecovention which, unlike the former, 
are focused on degraded environments such as abandoned mines, contaminated 
spaces, and so on, although the projects in Ecovention are not necessarily 
associated with a specific place.

This section ranged from pioneers in these kinds of practices like Alan Sonfist and 
his park created to reintroduce plants which were native to Manhattan in precolonial 
times (Time Landscape, 1965-1974), or Patricia Johanson, who redesigned a 
lagoon which was in a badly deteriorated state, reinstating the endemic ecosystem, 
controlling the erosion of its shoreline and creating a network of paths and bridges 
for the public (Fair Park Lagoon, 1981).
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Equally germane is the contribution by Helen Mayer and Newton Harrison who have 
been working for more than four decades with biologists, ecologists and architects 
to develop collaborative art projects capable of affording real solutions to problems 
of environmental degradation. Their iconic Survival Pieces (1971-1973) was on view 
alongside other classics like 7000 Oak Trees, which Joseph Beuys presented at 
documenta VII, in 1982.

There was also a plethora of site-specific projects like the one by Lucía Loren (Api 
Sofia, 2017) which took a look at urban beekeeping, including a pollination device 
created with hives/sculptures and a garden of melliferous plants; or the frozen 
books by Basia Irland containing seeds as if they were text, which, when defrosting 
in the river, repopulate its banks with endemic plants (Ice Books, Bernesga León, 
2017).

Basia Irland, Bernesga River Book, 2017. Courtesy of MUSAC, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Castilla y León
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The same section also featured the garment-sculptures made by Zigor Barayazarra 
(Garden as a Body, 2014) from a kind of felt in which the techniques of hydroponic 
cultivation of vegetables are applied, which struck up a conversation with the 
cycling-garden by Santiago Morilla which gave the visiting public a chance to water 
the plants while doing exercise, or Asia Piaścik’s hotel for insects.

The following chapter, Reutilizations, included artists who work with found, 
recycled and waste materials, like the ephemeral interventions with moss by Andy 
Goldsworthy, the sound recordings by Katie Paterson on records made with glacier 
meltwater or the mosaic of legumes by Luna Bengoechea drawing attention to food 
sovereignty and biopiracy, issues I have addressed on various occasions.5 

Made from waste materials found on river banks, Reconstrucciones arqueológicas 
(2005-2006) by Bárbara Fluxá dialogues with the gigantic installation by the 
Basurama collective (Nuestro aporte, 2017) as if it were a stratigraphic cross-section 
made following a process of research into processes of rubbish disposal in León. 
Finally, the chapter Collaborations, exhibited works related with performance and 
other collaborative practices.

Here, classic performance artists who intersect with the more essentialist strands 
of ecofeminism, like Ana Mendieta (Burial Pyramid, Yagul, Mexico, 1974) and Fina 
Miralles (El cuerpo cubierto de paja, 1975), established a dialogue with younger 
generations like Regina José Galindo, who presented Mazorca. The Guatemaltecan 
artist made this work in 2014 when the country’s parliament passed a Law for the 
Protection of New Plants and Varieties, more commonly known as the Monsanto 
Law, putting the country’s food sovereignty under threat. In this action, Galindo 
remains hidden in a cornfield while four men with machetes cut all the corn around 
her until she is left in sight completely naked.

5  Among others: http://campoderelampagos.org/critica-y-reviews/7/10/2017#:~:text=La%20semilla%20se%20configura%20como,
corporativo%2C%20as%C3%AD%20como%20de%20biopirater%C3%ADa.

http://campoderelampagos.org/critica-y-reviews/7/10/2017
http://campoderelampagos.org/critica-y-reviews/7/10/2017
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Fernando García Dory showed a work he had created with people from the region of 
Gwangju, in South Korea, in what was the area’s last rice field. In El lamento del tritón 
(2016) the residents of the high-rise buildings now surrounding the field played the 
parts of the ecosystem of the rice field, threatened by speculation, creating a play 
based on traditional celebrations, bringing into question prevailing models of urban 
development.

Following a similar logic, Agnes Denes’s project Tree Mountain –A Living Time 
Capsule– 11,000 Trees, 11,000 People, 400 Years (1992-2013), created an artificial 
mountain in Ylöjärvi, Finland, and the plantation of 11,000 trees by 11,000 people, 
with a commitment from the Finnish government to grant custody rights to these 
trees to their planters and their heirs.

In a similar vein, Amor Muñoz created a community technology laboratory Yuca-
Tech: Energía hecha a mano (2015- ongoing), jointly with a group of artisans from 
Yucatán, to create solar cells, textiles and lighting objects with their needs and 
culture in mind. Visitors to the museum could take away a poster with instructions 
for the panels so that they can make them at home.

Amor Muñoz, YUCA_TECH: Energía hecha a mano, 2014-2016
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Another noteworthy project was Tree Project, 2005-ongoing, which the Japanese 
artist Hiroshi Sunairi developed from the seeds of trees which had survived the 
bombing of his home city of Hiroshima in 1945, which started to germinate shortly 
after the catastrophe. Sunairi distributed these seeds around the world and tracked 
the participants in the project: more than four hundred people from twenty-three 
different countries.6

In the exhibition I included one of the original trees which I planted when I first met 
the artist over ten years ago, which was then returned to its place once the exhibition 
was over, in what could possibly be considered my longest-standing interspecies 
collaboration.

6  https://sunairi.wordpress.com/2014/12/10/tree/

Hiroshi Sunairi, Tree Project, 2005-ongoing. Courtesy of the artist and Blanca de la Torre

https://sunairi.wordpress.com/2014/12/10/tree/
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I took a similar approach when working on Im/balance for the Łaźnia Centre for 
Contemporary Art in Gdansk, Poland, grounded in the need to rethink our ideas of 
Nature and to acknowledge that the current ‘ecocide’ is a result of the way in which 
we have instrumentalized our natural environment.

Invitation to the exhibition Im/balance for the Łaźnia Centre for Contemporary Art in Gdansk, Poland, made with eco-
friendly materials and inks

The work of twenty-five artists was divided into four sections, starting with 
Domestication of Landscape, Politics of Land and Other Dialectics, which questioned 
uncontrolled forms of anthropogenic action, the results of unstoppable urban 
development and politics of occupying the territory.
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These included the video Frog’s Island, by Kamila Chomicz which took a look at 
Granary Island, an island in the middle of the city of Gdansk with great biodiversity, 
particularly noted for the large number of species of frogs that can be heard from 
the city centre.

Several works in the second section reflected on the title Environmental 
Catastrophes as a Consequence of the Capitalocene, like Black Tide (2002-2003) 
which Allan Sekula made about the sinking of the Prestige and subsequent 
disastrous oil spill off the coast of Galicia in Spain, or the action by Cecylia Malik 
as a response to a new law in Poland which allowed for the indiscriminate felling of 
trees.

With The Polish Mother on the Tree Stumps (2017) she started to take photos of 
herself sitting on the stumps of felled trees, breastfeeding her child and posting 
them on social media. 

The photos went viral and shortly afterwards, mothers from all over Poland began to 
join the action, turning Malik’s project into a collective action.

The third section addressed the Management of Resources and Consumerism Habits, 
and questioned the model of industrial growth that generates toxic waste material 
which has led to the widely accepted situation in which countries in the global 
south are treated as ‘colonies’ for garbage. This section included works by artists 
such as Andreas Gursky and Marjetica Potrč, among others, and connected directly 
with the fourth and final section: Looking at the Global South, examining issues 
around so-called ‘environmentalism of the poor’, a thinking that combines political 
environmentalism and ecological economy whose maximum exponents are Joan 
Martínez Alier and Ramachandra Guha. 

The exhibition explored these ideas and concepts through artworks like Supergas/
Massawe Family, Tanzania, (1997) by the Danish collective Superflex, a project 
undertaken in conjunction with African and Danish engineers, which consisted in 
building a mobile unit able to generate sufficient biogas from organic waste in order 
to meet the needs of a family, which they implemented in a village in Tanzania.
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The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is another of my main focuses, as a 
member of, among others, the Culture and Sustainability research group at REDS7 

and through my ongoing endeavour to introduce the Agenda in the road map of 
cultural institutions through projects, workshops and consultancy, despite the fact 
that ultimately the aforementioned document of the UN did not include Culture as 
one of its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).8

From this field of action, I will only mention The Water Office, a project which I have 
developed both in USA and in Spain, around SDG number 6: the right to clean water 
and sanitation.9

The initial version, developed in Washington in 2019, took the form of an 
experimental office of workshops, an exhibition and various theoretical events. The 
Open Lab exhibition resulting from the series of collaborative workshops featured 
a number of projects coming from the collaboration between Basurama and Rachel 
Schmidt, Water Memories Itinerant Office, a project reflecting on the unequal access 
to water, its quality and shortage, as well as how to think about feasible solutions. 

Through a process of public participation, they compiled stories with which to create 
time capsules to visibilize the water cycle when we consider its attending industries, 
transport and waste.

Juan Zamora’s project, The Coliform Project: Performing Water, proposed a reading 
of river contamination in a musical key. It started with taking samples of water 
from different points along the Potomac river in collaboration with the riverkeeper 
network, and then, in the laboratory boat with several volunteers, to perform the 
contaminated water samples cultured in petri dishes as music sheets. The musical 
scores were performed in a concert by local musicians at the Smithsonian Hirshhorn 
Museum and Sculpture Garden.

7  https://reds-sdsn.es/

8  Further information at: https://reds-sdsn.es/nueva-publicacion-cultura-desarrollo-sostenible

9  Further information at: https://www.spainculture.us/city/washington-dc/fair-water-the-water-office/

https://reds-sdsn.es/
https://reds-sdsn.es/nueva-publicacion-cultura-desarrollo-sostenible
https://www.spainculture.us/city/washington-dc/fair-water-the-water-office/
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Juan Zamora, The Coliform Project: Performing Water, 2017. Courtesy of the artist

Following a visit to the USA’s biggest water treatment plant, Elena Lavellés set up 
a group to work on a viral campaign in social media, a manifesto and a multimedia 
installation (Strategic Contamination: Viral Sustainability, 2019). Meanwhile, inspired 
by Alexander von Humboldt, one of the first persons to warn us about climate 
change, Tania Candiani proposed a collective walk along the banks of the river 
(Walking the River), leading to a collaborative work consisting of a film recording 
and a series of installations coupled with an archive work following research at the 
Archives Center at the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.
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Juanli Carrión, PHDC, 2019. Courtesy of the artist

Juanli Carrión used textile dyes of food origin which change in colour depending on 
the pH of the water to analyse contamination. For the project PHDC, the artist and 
collaborators collected samples of water systems in Washington D.C. to create pH-
sensitive dyes using locally grown red cabbage. These dyes are then impregnated in 
cotton fabrics, revealing the various levels of contamination in the blue, green and 
yellow colours, which Carrión showed in the exhibition as a textile installation.
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Juanli Carrión, PHY, 2018. NGMA, National Gallery of Modern Art. Delhi. Courtesy of the artist

This project connected with another we had worked on the year before, PHY, 
presented at NGMA, the National Gallery of Delhi. On a two-week trip along the 
Yamuna river, one of the most polluted in the world, we took water samples in 
different areas. On this occasion, the artist chose the locally grown madder root 
(rubia cordifolia) to create a pH-sensitive dye which was then impregnated in pieces 
of white wool felt. Once again, as the colour of the dye varies depending on the 
acidity of the water, the resulting felt pieces demonstrate the different levels of 
pollution in a spectrum of red tones. One of the critical points of the project was 
not just to reveal the degree of contamination of the river, but the interaction of the 
inhabitants during the process and the importance of lending a voice to the local 
community.
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I have also lent great importance to this aspect in other projects such as Invisible 
Violence10 or Liquid Cartographies,11 from which I will briefly mention a few works.

From the former, Ursula Biemann’s Black Sea Files (2005) focused on the planet’s 
oldest oil extraction area in the region of the Caspian Sea. Her video centres its 
attention on the testimony of what are generally secondary players, such as the 
peasants, refugees and prostitutes who live in the vicinity of the oil pipeline and 
contribute to the presentation of a wider than usual human geography.

On a similar note, Nikola Radic Lucati followed the route of the planned South Stream 
gas pipeline through Serbia, inviting affected locals to participate in her project 
Kondentzat (2014) and to reclaim the use of the word in a lectern placed alongside 
videos and photos taken throughout the process of research, revealing the visitors’ 
spontaneous reactions.

Liquid Cartographies took a transversal interpretation of Zygmunt Bauman’s concept 
of liquid modernity (1999) through the work of twelve Mexican and Spanish artists. 
The idea of territory was strongly tied to the idea of sustainability, like the focuses 
on social problems as a consequence of the governmental policies which the artists 
Edgardo Aragón and Miguel Fernández de Castro brought to the table.

The first proposed a video (La encomienda, 2012) filmed in an abandoned mine, where 
a choir performed a baroque composition inspired by the slogans from the protests 
against mining companies in many Latin-American countries. 

The second records the ruins that emerge from the water of a hydroelectric dam in 
Batuc, a town in Sonora, Mexico, sacrificed by the federal government in the interest 
of ‘progress’. Elena Lavellés’ project Pattern of Dissolution (2017) explored materiality 
and landscape in dialogue with the visible effects of the exploitation of human and 
natural resources. 

10  Curated by Blanca de la Torre, Seamus Kealy and Zoran Erić. Touring MoCAB, Museum of Contemporary Art of Belgrade (Serbia), 
 Artium, Centro-Museo Vasco de Arte Contemporáneo in Vitoria-Gasteiz (Spain) and Salzburger Kunstverein, Salzburg (Austria), 2014-2015.

11  Curated by Blanca de la Torre, Carlos Palacios and Paula Duarte. Touring Museo Carrillo Gil, Mexico City, ARTIUM, Vitoria-Gasteiz 
 and IMEX, Madrid, 2017.
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To this end she used three different models of black gold: oil, coal, and the precious 
metal itself, and their corresponding economic infrastructures of extraction. It 
also included the work of Morelos León de Celis, who addresses the struggle 
for indigenous rights from 1541-1556, in the period of New Spain, through these 
communities’ acts of resistance (El oficio del adversario, 2017).

Morelos León de Celis, El oficio del adversario, 2017. Detail at MACG, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Carrillo Gil, Mexico 
City. Courtesy of the artist
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In the NO Comunidad project12 I explored my interest in social ecology from a highly 
personal vision. Based on the gaze of 60 artists, it took a look at the issue of solitude 
from a questioning of the idea of community propounded by the late-capitalist society, 
whose characteristic feature has to do with the rupture of social bonds.

One of the project’s sections developed the subject matter through the varied cast 
of characters who make up the contemporary city, ranging from the homeless to 
outsiders and marginalised communities, like the woman walking the streets of New 
York in Paul Graham’s photos (Woman with Golden Face, 2000), which speaks about 
the broken American dream; the anonymous faces in big cities portrayed by Pierre 
Gonnord in the series Utópicos (2004); or the beggars who live on the streets of the 
Ukraine in Boris Mikhailov’s series of photographs Case History, 1998-1999.

A counterpoint to this section took the guise of a ‘non-urban’ outside, an outskirts 
removed from the centre, or different concepts of the periphery rendered in varying 
rural environments, islands, outer space, or the sea, in works like Paisaje Nómada 
(2012) by Lucía Loren, portraying the solitude of shepherds in the Sahara desert, or a 
man walking against the backdrop of the Adriatic sea in Simon Faithfull’s video (Going 
Nowhere, 2014), among many other gazes, like the solitude of inmates in the works by 
Artemio, Gonzalo Elvira or Núria Güell.

My line of investigation has also led me to explore other interests, like the 
conservation of traditions and local modes of production, as exemplified by the 
project Cromática by the Mexican artist Tania Candiani, which has been touring 
Mexican museums for several years.13

Originally produced for MACO (Museum of Contemporary Art of Oaxaca), the whole 
exhibition was made using local natural materials, the reuse or recycling of objects, 
the recovery of local traditions and with the collaboration of local craftspeople.

12  La NO Comunidad. Co-curated with Ricardo Ramón Jarne at CentroCentro Madrid. 2018.

13  Cromática was produced at MACO, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo in Oaxaca and toured to the Mexican museums ExConvento 
 in Guadalajara; MUSAS, Museo de Arte de Sonora; Museo de Ciudad Juárez; and also to 516 Contemporary Arts Center in 
 Albuquerque, USA, between 2015 and 2020.
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Tania Candiani, Cromática. 516 Arts. Contemporary Art Museum Albuquerque. New Mexico, USA and MACO, Museo de 
Arte Contemporáneo de Oaxaca, Mexico. Courtesy of the artist

As a conceptual epicentre we used three colours which, at once, connected with the 
three major kingdoms of nature: the animal, with the red coming from the cochineal, 
the plant, with indigo blue, and the mineral, with yellow pigments.
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In the centre of the hall the public came across a vast tapestry made by a weaver 
from Teotitlán del Valle (Oaxaca), which illustrated by means of a graphic the 
exhibition’s core ideas, in dialogue with a multitude of pieces, many of them key, like 
Zanfona, a loom turned into a musical instrument.

We showed live installations like Nocheztli: an open space dyed red in which one 
could see the pads of the prickly-pear with the cochineal in its various states of 
growth. Throughout the exhibition the grain was harvested and ground in the museum 
itself during a collective performance (La molienda), and a wide range of works was 
created, including a series of embroidery on the process of production of cochineal 
based on the illustrations for the book by José Antonio Alzate Beneficio de la grana 
cochinilla (1794). Several works revolved around the extraction of indigo, while the 
yellow section threw a particular spotlight on a sound installation with ceramic 
ocarina flutes in the shape of birds of different sizes with up to sixteen tones of 
yellow that denote the different tones of music, which spectators could activate with 
bellows.

On its stopover in Ciudad Juárez, the exhibition also incorporated a site-specific 
work made with the typical brightly coloured garments worn by the women from 
the Raramuri community. Coming into play here is another key point that cannot 
be overlooked in terms of sustainability: we included all the documentation for the 
exhibition in the Raramuri language.

As the closing project, we could mention the concert I took you to and after which 
I took you home, in which you were accompanied by another 2291 plants, with 
which you filled the Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona to listen to a string quartet 
performing Puccini’s Crisantemi, the day after lockdown was lifted. With the artist, 
Eugenio Ampudia, I suggested calling the work Concert for the Biocene,14 thus 
popularizing a term which I had already used in Spanish but which, thanks to 
this event, was translated to over one hundred different languages thanks to the 
unexpected reaction in the mass media.

14  A recording of the concert can be viewed at: https://www.liceubarcelona.cat/en/concierto_bioceno

https://www.liceubarcelona.cat/en/concierto_bioceno
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Eugenio Ampudia, Concert for the Biocene, 2020. Gran Teatre del Liceu, Barcelona. Courtesy of the artist
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Biocene is a concept I have been proposing for some time now to replace 
Anthropocene, a word with evident political, economic and particularly colonial 
implications on the environmental degradation of the planet and which distributes 
responsibility homogeneously among the whole of anthropos.
It had been preceded by a host of other formulas like Eurocene, proposed by 
Peter Sloterdijk or Capitalocene, coined by Andreas Malm and Jason Moore and 
disseminated by Donna Haraway—who also popularized the term Chthulucene—
among many others put forward over recent years (Pyrocene, Plantationocene, 
Gynecene, White Supremacy Scene, etc…).

With this project I was alluding to authors like Stefano Mancuso or the philosopher 
Michael Marder, who used the concept of Plant-thinking to assign vegetal life with the 
capacity to develop its own form of philosophizing.

As opposed to the above-listed terms, whose intention is to underscore the agent 
behind the degradation of the planet, Biocene proposes a profound conceptual shift 
removed from any pretension to assign guilt, and instead to turn the page to a new 
era that will finally situate life in the centre.

Dear ficus, I have tried to synthetize the way in which I have been addressing the 
ecosocial crisis from various angles and with a theoretical-practical approach, 
combined with my efforts to develop a posthumanist focus, with varying degrees of 
success, and without being absolutely convinced of the effectiveness of art practices 
to overcome anthropocentrism and the coexistence between species.

What I am sure of, over and above discussing any kind of botanical empathy, is the 
space of art as the place where the different layers of the world and the way we relate 
with it are made visible. I see art as a place of infinite possibilities that opens cracks 
in reality and affords us a chance to change the narrative, which is one of the most 
necessary powers for 21st-century society. And this is possibly the only essential 
power in order to change the reigning worldview, a step necessary for a change to a 
new post-fossil era, as the only way to avert the collapse of civilization.

ÍNDICE
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Although the scope of my work is fairly diverse, its different lines intersect at various 
points in an attempt to connect, however briefly, their various focuses and thus 
further underscore the issues they raise and assert certain lines of thought. Art, and 
specifically contemporary art, is one of those areas whose very diversity opens it to 
different fields situated beyond the confines delimited by aesthetics.

The starting point for this exposition is the intersection of art and contemporaneity. 
Given that these concepts are also shaped by the different disciplinary loci that 
have conformed my trajectory, they are marked by their singular theoretical origins 
and conditioned by their varying epistemological and hermeneutical frameworks as 
much as by their different reaches. And when I speak of ‘concepts’ I am referring to 
the endeavour to provisionally discern units of thought that are always in a process 
of change, interaction and reformulation.

My current work is strongly conditioned by the Covid-19 pandemic, but in this short 
text I will leave this perspective aside for questions of time (ironically conditioned by 
my own Covid situation, from which I am beginning to recover).

THE LACK OF DEFINITION OF ART

The starting point, or the main point of intersection, is the concept of contemporary 
art. The basic ambiguity of the concept is generally taken for granted: not even the 
most pretentious theories of Western philosophy can avoid running up against a 
dark area that forecloses all categorical clarity. The Western model of definition 
based on genre and specific difference is rocked by a dark object marked by desire 
and estrangement, off-centred, lacking in fixity or bounded limits.

Art always contains an empty void, speaks of a je ne sais quoi and problematizes 
its own object: more than offering answers it poses new questions. Enigma, which 
is its highest value or charge, does not depend on the inscrutability of its contents 
but on the very possibility of continuously multiplying these questions. That is to 
say, the fact of underscoring not the settledness of significations as much as the 
unsettling horizon of meaning. These uncertain operations intensify the experience 
of the world, heighten sensibility and open new paths for the imagination at the cost 
of producing unease and puzzlement.
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Discourses on art have flourished in the Western tradition in a territory divided by 
metaphysical dichotomies that split matter and spirit, sensibility and intelligibility, 
subject and object, matter and form; and form and content.

Thinking on art, inscribed from the eighteenth century onward within the discipline 
of aesthetics, has been awkwardly placed within the realm of philosophy which is 
continuously forced to ignore a subject matter that never fully assembles its parts 
into a logically acceptable unit. Art always ends up in a place that does not fit, in a 
question that is never formulated, at a door left ajar to the dangers lurking on the 
other side of the threshold.

The figure of art as a superior instance of the spirit, in other words, the idealist 
(metaphysical, romantic) model of art which gatecrashed its way into aesthetic 
theory, can no longer be sustained in the face of the emergence of forces 
contaminated by their material conditions, technological devices and ethical 
dimension or their commitment with power and their submission to the hegemony 
of global markets.

It is not a case of throwing overboard essential conquests for the understanding 
of different manifestations of art, but of cultivating rapprochements to such 
manifestations by incorporating perspectives different to those monopolized 
by traditional Western thinking. This proposal opens up to the consideration of 
epistemologies and regimes of thinking and interpretation other than those of 
aesthetics.

On one hand, art criticism, which accounts for a wide range of positions and 
approaches, is indispensable: generally speaking, philosophical aesthetics is based 
on pure reflection developed in closed circuits, regardless of the individual work 
and its specific conditionings. (Just to give one example: when Kant and Hegel, the 
founders of speculative modern philosophy of art, speak of artworks, they look for 
correspondences in classical Greek culture).
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On the contrary, art criticism incorporates very diverse methodologies, theoretical 
perspectives and regimes of thinking; it freely combines unequal approximations to 
the work without claiming to decipher its contents, to conciliate its conclusions or to 
explain its reach. Critique, basically hermeneutic, addresses specific productions of 
art by examining their individual conditions of enunciation: considering their times 
and spaces; or reflecting on the subjectivity of their creators.

On the other hand, the challenge to the monopoly of Western aesthetics comes 
from decolonial thinking, with the contributions of different cultures and with other 
alternative forms of considering art production removed from the heteropatriarchal 
regime and institutions governed by financial capital. This path immediately leads to 
the field in which art meets politics.

CONTEMPORANEITIES

Art is radically affected by the contemporary horizon. Contemporaneity is conceived 
not as a period, which would have taken over from the modern era, but as a stance 
opposed to certain modern positions.

It is basically a question of a focus of diversity: a diversity of times, of cultures, of 
disciplines, of techniques and methods, of sensibilities and of different theories. By 
questioning the linear and evolutionary modern model, contemporary temporalities 
point in different directions: they retreat, they pause, skip order of sequence, repeat 
already produced movements, disrupt the direction of the future.

For this reason, whereas it is inappropriate to speak of ‘modernities’ (as it is 
presumed that there is just one model of modernism: the Eurocentric one, following 
an ideal of progress, accumulation, rupture and improvement), it is however possible 
to speak of ‘contemporaneities’ in plural, insofar as these adopt different positions 
to the current moment: they mobilize heterogeneous and unstable presents.

The contemporary perspective involves distinct cultures, styles, logics and subjects 
conceived individually in light of their own temporal horizons, adopting variable and 
plural approaches to the issues they raise. As such, there is not one single way of 
being contemporary nor just one way of conceiving contemporaneity in terms of 
perpetual novelty, rupture and transgression.
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Many works which have been repeating patterns for centuries will remain 
contemporary as long as they maintain their currency; as long as they continue to 
engage with social significations and maintain the vitality of their expressions.

Contemporary is defined in opposition to modern in another fundamental issue: the 
critique of the autonomy of the aesthetic form. The whole modern saga unfolded 
on the premise of the disjunction of form and content and was consolidated on 
the predominance of the former over the latter. The beautiful form was enclosed 
within a self-sufficient realm, governed by its own rules and more attentive to the 
coherence of its language than to the effectiveness of its discourses.

Once the modern hegemony of the aesthetic form had collapsed, the once well-
defended frontiers of art were breached by artistic, thematic, discursive and 
contextual contents coming from outside. This led to an invasion of narratives and 
images from diverse sources, while the intersections of alien disciplines and remote 
sensibilities gain traction, and pressure begins to be felt from social contexts and 
historical frameworks, and expressions of the energy of creative drives from outside 
the logic of forms.

This is when extra-aesthetic realities and disturbing signs of the ‘return of the real’, 
impossible to be symbolically inscribed, make their entrance onto the stage of art. 
And, finally, this same stage is also invaded by reflections on the very circuits of art 
itself, its institutional devices and the economy of its distribution and consumption.

This invasion of contents and issues that have managed to breach the walls of 
form is responsible for the core paradox of contemporary art. Once the distance 
safeguarded by its closed circle has been broken, art runs the risk of losing its 
specificity and of dissolving in a plateau of one thousand disperse meanings: a flat 
plain lacking in any formal contention capable of fencing off, however provisionally, 
a singular field, a place of individual characteristics. 

On one hand, it is unable to do away with all work with representational form that 
regulates the distances of the gaze and impels desire. 
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On the other, it cannot lock itself away once again in the model of autonomy that 
had been so difficult to renounce in the first place. It cannot do so because it would 
be caught in the trap of a self-sufficient sphere, removed from ideas, imaginaries 
and techniques that might condition the contemporary sensibility and link it with 
what is happening outside the realm of forms. This dilemma is based on the tension 
between autonomy and heteronomy, located at the centre of art’s practices and 
reflections.

This tension is intrinsically irreconcilable and undecidable: the play of its terms is 
contingent and depends on specific situations, on circumstantial times and spaces. 

While art cannot discard the moment of distance marked by the form, it can 
disregard its idealized (metaphysical, transcendental, romantic) jurisdiction and 
make this form the provisional product of historical constructs, of negotiations with 
matter, technology, subjectivity and politics. 

It is no longer possible to argue the form in terms of arabesques of the spirit, 
consecrated taste and conventional models of beauty: formal configuration, 
provisionally forged by the gaze, is the product of contingent disputes with matter, 
technology and historical and subjective contents, as well as with the urges of 
desire, the unknown reasons of the creative drive and the threat or promises of the 
impossible real.

The critique of aesthetic autonomy involves a questioning of the ideal model of 
art able to certify the ‘artisticity’ of works according to fixed categories, normative 
criteria and canonical precepts. The contemporary artwork is no longer endorsed 
by superior ideas and transcendental principles: it must conquer its ‘artisticity’ in 
specific spaces and times, randomly: it must challenge the gaze here and now.

The radical contingency of contemporary art forecloses the existence of its own 
definitive outlines and pushes art outside itself. In consequence, contemporary art is 
characterized by the instability of its own limits: its strength lies in trespassing them 
in continuous back-and-forth movements.
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This fluctuating character faces it with the challenge of preserving provisional 
spaces or, rather, of opting for transitory positions that enable it to operate with its 
singular mechanisms (aesthetic distance, irony, critical self-reflection, poetic play, 
certain rhetorical devices, etc.), and, simultaneously, to open up to images and 
discourses extraneous to its hermetic traditional spaces.

Starting out from this vocation of contemporary art, which we might call ‘expanded’, 
to use a practical concept of theory today, one can work with certain figures that 
imply crossings, intersections, conflicts and alliances of contemporary art: those of 
politics, technology, technique and cultural difference.

ART / POLITICS

The very characteristics of artmaking, calling its own object into question, prevent 
politics from being dealt with in terms of subject matter, theme or reference. 

If art questions the persistence of its certainties, it is evident that ‘political art’ 
cannot be characterized by means of the linear representation of power conflicts, of 
popular demands or critiques of injustice and social violence; expressions that will 
be subject to a critique of art itself. 

It is not a matter of disqualifying the political value of such expressions, but of 
debating the possibility whether mere condemnation in terms of image can effect 
change in the social structure, at least from the perspective of art (however much 
it may be useful in terms of aesthetics applied to communication, propaganda, 
advertising or dissemination).

The political potential par excellence of art lies in dissidence: in its possibility to 
question accepted truths to drive a flow of significations that would reinvent the 
profiles of the visible and intensify its experiences. 

Art critiques, brings under suspicion and calls into question whatever it deals 
with: reality and its illusions, the established social order, forms of representation 
and, ultimately, its own regime. What is conventionally called ‘self-reflection’ in art 
expresses the ironic contortion art must execute over itself to sow doubts about its 
own ontological statute, its very legitimacy and its scope.
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In a stricter sense, art challenges the hegemonic, financial capitalist regime of 
representation which distorts the ethical mandate of creation in order to leverage it 
as a source of accumulation, speculation and profitability.

The main task of political art is to activate disobedient plays within the only system 
proposed by the global market: to contest the system of complete transparency that 
endeavours to level the meanings of the world in the interests of greater consuming; 
in pursuit of the omnipotence of instrumental reason that aspires to level, explain 
and understand everything. 

Safeguarding the place of unanswered questions is a much more radical gesture of 
resistance that illustrates situations, points out the evils of the world and searches 
among them for conciliatory responses, although they may challenge the legitimacy 
of the establishment.

Bringing politics into the realm of art (or vice versa) poses another two questions.

The first has to do with institutionality, which is particularly important as an 
endorsement and condition of art today. 

The character of art is no longer defined by ideal categories nor by the enduring 
qualities of the object, but rather by the inscription of the works in institutional 
framings that dictate their creation, circulation and consumption. 

When beauty is no longer a criterion to determine the character of the artistic and 
when any event or thing can hold this category, it is the powerful political, cultural, 
financial and communicational machinery of the ‘art system’ (museums, fairs, 
collections, criticism, galleries, biennials, publications, etc.) that confers this title. 

Obviously, this gigantic machinery is committed with the interests of transnational 
capital, yet in the field of creation, institutions should not be understood as 
homogeneous unities: the art system comprises more than a few disparate, 
dissident forces that outline paths disinclined to a one-way direction. 
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On the other hand, the conformation of the artistic is also at play in alternative 
circuits unconcerned with the pure interests of the market though partly running in 
parallel to hegemonic institutionality. This ambiguity ensures that a part of critical, 
ethical and political art comes from institutions nourished by the mainstream or 
within its orbit.

The second question engages with a different artistic-political level: the micro-
political dimension. Politically-inflected art is not based as much on the direct 
denunciation of objective situations of domination as on an attempt to contest the 
capitalist requisition of the vital energy of creation. 

This resistance, as important as that taken on by macro-political positions (focused 
on reverting the schema of dominant power), must mobilize the creative imagination, 
affects, desire and the unconscious. The art/politics bond therefore demands 
the involvement of subjectivities able to invent new forms that require art to fight 
against the enforcement of dominant forms of subjectivization.

TECHNOLOGICAL OMNIPRESENCE

The old relationship between art and technology is completely overturned in a 
context saturated by the digital image and in the course of an agenda driven by the 
financial interests of cybernetic society. 

How can one think the possibilities of the artistic (the poetic, the critical, the 
aesthetic) in a scene grounded outside the tradition of art and completely removed 
from its traditional circuits? In the face of this situation it is interesting to trace 
possible encounters between audiovisual creation today and the practices and 
debates in contemporary art. 

The new scenario, affected by the expansion of Internet, social media and 
smartphones, advances the uncontrollable metastasis of images that exceed all 
prior historical experience and demand a rethinking of the meaning of the imaginary, 
the mechanisms of fiction and the validity of conventional symbolic codes. 
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The accelerated intermedial fusion calls for reformulations in terms of sensibility and 
of thinking and posits new judgments on the value of creation and the pragmatics of 
visual culture.

Once the very mechanism of representation is altered, the rules of its institutionality 
changed, the boundaries between its various supports broken down, subject to the 
vagaries of technological obsolescence, art is forced to continuously negotiate new 
positions and spaces from which to try to continue intensifying the experience of 
things and the purview of its bonds. 

This endeavour calls for the action of certain instances of art: its critical, conceptual 
and creative dimension, the regulation of distance and the old dissident, political 
vocation of art that makes it question all certainties and disbelieve all categorization 
that seeks to assign hierarchies and to freeze the perception of reality in privileged 
models. 

The concept and the image are indispensable mechanisms of art: the tension 
between the two must continue driving the momentum of creation, even at times 
overdetermined by the logic of the techno-market. This tension must continue 
driving politics of the gaze able to declassify and reorder, always provisionally, the 
categories that deactivate questions.

Heidegger says that questions concerning technology should be posed on a 
plane other that technology itself: in a field in which its future is not foreclosed 
by definitive replies. This space, which could well be the space of art, ought to be 
safeguarded at the centre of a scene befuddled by too many banal figures.
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OTHER FORMS OF ART

The final question has to do with the emergence of different ways of experiencing, 
thinking and expressing the world. 

This question is also tied to a critique of the modern Western model, self-sufficient 
and self-centred, and dovetails neatly with decolonial thinking, enhanced with 
different figures, world-views and discourses, whose irruption has violently shaken 
up thinking on art defined by the thinking of Western aesthetics. Accordingly, 
feminist practices and thinking, dissident sexual and gender movements, as well as 
anti-patriarchal and anticolonial conquests, have healthily altered the outlines that 
constricted the traditional concept of art. 

Take for instance the case of indigenous cultures, which are the cultures I work with 
specifically. 

They are free of the metaphysical charge that splits aesthetics: they are not based 
on ideas of substance and essence nor do they advance in one single direction by 
means of dualities that definitively separate matter and spirit, logic and sense, the 
sign and the thing. 

The becoming among different (not dichotomically opposed) terms enables a 
continuous flow among images that naturally intersect the limits of representation 
and single out certain events and things to make them exceptional in certain 
situations (not once and for all). 

The regime of the institutionality of art is challenged by other systems of “the 
distribution of the visible” to cite Rancière.

Decolonial critique contests the hierarchical distinction (based on Kantian thinking) 
between the grand art system (hyper-valued, the product of enlightened geniuses, 
the superior expression of the spirit) and the regime of applied arts or ‘minor’ 
genres (articles in craft fairs, the product of dedicated manual work, objects of 
superstitions).
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This distinction has produced a historical hierarchized and colonializing opposition 
between the ‘pure’ realm of great works (supposedly exempt from material 
contamination and productive endeavour) and the prosaic production of objects 
destined for ordinary uses or obscure rituals. 

This distinction corresponds to an overlapping legacy of Kantian thinking: the 
autonomy of art, still disputed in contemporary terms, continues to draw the 
cartographies of privilege and exclusion.

The lack of knowledge of formal aesthetic autonomy on behalf of indigenous art 
(and other alternative systems of art) does not mean a lack of forms. These are 
present, pushing from within dense sociocultural wefts, identified with the various 
forces that mobilize social tasks. 

Although they do not act separately from the workings that conform each culture, 
beautiful forms drive from within the learnings, certainties, beliefs and ways of 
feeling that keep its social bonds alive and renew its rationale.

In indigenous societies, the ritual mythical imaginary, social codes and ways of 
expressing or reimagining reality are highlighted by means of the work of sentient 
forms, which never act autonomously.

Paradoxically at this point, there is an unexpected, though perhaps brief, coincidence 
between the forms of indigenous art and those of scholarly Western art. 

The former’s way of positioning themselves towards the present (towards its 
variable presents) brings them closer to the critical positions of enlightened 
contemporary art, reluctant to follow the one-way road signposted by the globalized 
cultural hegemony. 

Untethered from the circle of formal autonomy, different cultural models intersect 
in the wasteland populated by a thousand forms trying to maintain the force of 
their arguments without refusing to open to the heterogeneous realities that bustle 
beyond the confines drawn by Western aesthetics.
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I believe in the power of art! I believe in the effective strength and the driving force 
that the best art can exercise over aesthetic, social and political affairs.

‘Culture’ is a vague, all-embracing concept. Depending on individual interests, it is 
often misinterpreted and preyed on by differing prejudices. There is no question that 
the idea of culture is closely related with nurturing and education.

As a result, it prevails in affluent classes, at least at first sight. Having said that, 
when we expand the concept, understanding it as the creation and transformation of 
consciousness, the parameters shift completely. Sustained cultural consciousness 
can only be created if it is coupled with an awareness of the ethical reach of culture, 
which, at once, is closely bound with aesthetics.

El Cerro, Puerto Rico, 2017, Photograph: Courtesy of Chemi Rosado Seijo

PRICELESS VALUE
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The mere fact of having seen Michelangelo’s David and knowing where it is located 
is not in itself a qualitative sign of cultural consciousness.

I wish to outline how the aesthetic component can be a gateway drug or a Trojan 
horse to create cultural consciousness. I am convinced that aesthetic culture is 
innate in humans; something that exists, however diffusely, as a real and latent need, 
or as an unfulfilled desire, at all levels of society including the very poorest. As a 
notable example, I wish to speak about a work by the Puerto Rican artist 

Chemi Rosado Seijo, who choose a community in his home island for an interesting 
experiment.

His socio-aesthetic project was based on offering the residents of El Cerro, in 
Naranjito, the possibility of painting their houses green. Each family could choose its 
favourite tone of green for its home. Together with a group of artists, he painted the 
first one. These were then followed by others, until reaching a total of two hundred. 

The project led to a powerful process of identification and social integration in the 
municipality. People started to argue, to quarrel, to understand and to reflect, as it 
was all about creating something that would transcend the drab monotony of the 
day to day; of doing something crazy; of submerging a whole community in green 
and, in so doing, to paint a picture.

The process involved all the local residents, bringing them together over a period of 
several months in close and rewarding interaction. Resonating with Joseph Beuys’s 
concept of art as “social sculpture”, the whole community was visually, aesthetically 
and socially transformed in a continuous process.

For the first time, people passionately and intensely thought about the aesthetic 
appearance of their barrio, which, thanks to this transformation, took on a whole new 
look.

By means of observation and subsequent evaluation of the before-and-after, the 
local people accrued a capacity to perceive their reality with greater transparency 
and intensity, in terms of housing and ways of life, both as individuals and as a 
group.
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Their socio-aesthetic stance gradually shifted. They now knew how to differentiate 
one tone of green from another; they knew how to differentiate the barrio of before 
from the one that came afterwards, and from the barrio into which it was becoming. 

However insignificant this process might appear, its real importance is powerful. 
Only when I learn to differentiate, can I change something in this world. However, to 
do so I first have to want to do it and this wish or desire can be awakened through 
aesthetics and art.

In other words, when engaging in a discussion on beauty and ugliness—which is to 
say, on issues that are not directly related with primary human needs—they dared to 
begin a conversation that, no matter how superfluous it might seem, is anything but.

El Cerro, Puerto Rico, 2017, Photograph: Courtesy of Chemi Rosado Seijo
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In this way, a very simple action was able to create an awareness of the capacity 
for aesthetic differentiation—which is directly related with the capacity for social 
differentiation—and to then trigger reflection and subsequent political action. It 
managed to instil a sense of self-esteem in the local residents. It took on an ethical 
value.

The major qualitative step consists in discovering this value in a specific situation 
and in recognizing—and to continue to understand—that it is fundamental, absolute 
and sustainable; opposed to mere materialistic or ephemeral values. In short, 
acknowledging and concerning ourselves with the aesthetic qualities of our 
surrounding world can act like a Trojan horse to infect ourselves with aesthetics. 

And I am not talking about some bronze statue outside the town hall, but about 
projects conceived and created through individual and collective initiative.

This inevitably leads to stronger social ties, to a constructive discussion with reality, 
with what is close to oneself personally, and to a critical analysis of what pertains 
to the other. For instance, in a discussion on “my tone of green is prettier than yours 
because …” I have to defend, affirm and even reconsider my recently acquired point 
of view. And it could turn out that in the end I choose a different tone than I had 
initially decided on. 

Which leads me to a different discussion: perhaps not one of everyday consequence, 
but more critical and geared more towards values related with aesthetics and what 
is often called “good taste”. 

From the outset, I weigh up my own personal taste in a discussion that suddenly 
puts me beyond simply aspiring to cover my basic everyday needs. Only when I 
have reached this level of self-esteem, will I be able to recognize and respect other 
people’s values. 

And this brings us straight to the heart of the constructive development of all social 
cohesion.

Art is more than a simple commodity and the artist is more than an executor of 
passing fashions. Art and artists have something to say to us. 
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Art is anchored in society and profoundly implicated in all human experiences. At 
the same time, art transcends all contexts, giving us a glimpse of what is possible 
beyond them.

ON CRITERIA AND CRITIQUE

Time is a scarce commodity in our pseudoproductive society and we often brandish 
the lack of time as an excuse for intellectual apathy, instead of sitting on our 
backsides to observe a work of art seriously, in detail, until we develop our own 
understanding of it. After all, perception and understanding go hand in hand. All 
perception is coupled with a thought and together they create a starting point for a 
stimulating and discursive conversation with ourselves.

Augustus of Prima Porta, 1st century, marble, height 204 cm, Vatican Museums, Rome
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Kritiko in ancient Greek means “the power to judge or discern” and is at the root of 
words like “critique” and “criteria”. Descriptive observation of art was something that 
still existed when I was studying Classical Archaeology (ancient Greece and Rome) 
in the late-seventies. 

How we hated having to count the curls in Augustus in order to distinguish between 
this or that portrait. However, what we saw as a “mere” formalism instilled in us 
the virtue of observing close-up, thus furnishing ourselves with the foundations for 
scientific analysis. 

Why is methodical observation ignored today in the study of the arts, while it is 
conditio sine qua non in natural sciences?

I believe it would be of great benefit to recall the outmoded three-step method 
of observation-description-interpretation. This approach has its merits for 
contemporary art. 

It is unquestionably useful in identifying the elements of which an artwork is 
composed and in understanding how they interact or precisely how they do not 
interact. The method is also useful in observing “ancient” art. The fact of being 
“old” does not improve a work of art: a Rembrandt is not good just because it is a 
Rembrandt. 

Unfortunately, the “normal” art historian is not automatically a critic and is often 
unable to distinguish differences in quality.
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POLITICAL CORRECTNESS REPLACES RELIGION 

Titian, Annunciation, 1535, 166 x 266 cm, Scuola Grande di San Rocco, Venice

With the passing of time, art emancipated itself and became “free”. And it remains 
so, at least until relatively recently. Today, art has found issues to address. Now it 
is no longer the “Ascension” or the “Immaculate Conception”, but “Climate Change”, 
“Global Warming” or “Gender Equality”. Take, for instance, the 13th Sharjah Biennial 
in 2017.

During the press conference, the curator complained bitterly that despite their 
considerable efforts, she and her team were unable to find an ideal position for the 
biennial on the issue of global warming. Poor things, just imagine the frustration!
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Pixy Liao, Home-made Sushi, 2011

Meanwhile, calling an artwork “Untitled” is frowned upon, particularly because it 
gives the spectator the pain—or pleasure, if you prefer—of deciding what the theme 
of the work in question is about.

In our infantilized society everything has to be explained and spelled out so that 
we are never mislead, deceived or duped. And God forbid we would get any absurd 
ideas. Absolutely everything has to be classified and made explicit, discernible and 
legible! Ambivalence is obsolete and uncertainties unnecessary. 

Safety is the maximum priority in all aspects. Not only is in-security unacceptable 
today, but it is downright frightening, both in political and in social terms.
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Nor is art exempt from the obsessive search for supposed efficiency in our late-
turbocapitalism. Any ambiguity is immediately met with rejection; this is also 
because anything bordering on complexity overwhelms our usual train of thought. 

It is only logical that this situation produces extreme anxiety when we are faced with 
poetic moments in art, given that poetry is not disclosed in literalness. 

It is precisely between the lines where poetry flourishes. It is vague and allusive; it 
yearns for interpretation and, in consequence, it has a revolutionary and anarchic 
potential (in other words, unwelcome in these times).

Not to speak of emotions! Some years ago, I had the honour of being invited to give 
a paper at a symposium in Berlin organized by Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung.

There I met a conceptual artist from the USA, then very prominent in Germany. In 
response to my controversial and humoristic demand for more emotion in art, she 
coldly and condescendingly replied that unfortunately it is impossible to completely 
avoid some traces of emotion from making their way into artistic production. She 
viewed these traces as bothersome and contaminating, though ultimately they were 
no more than insubstantial traces. 

I was disconcerted back then—and indeed I still am now—that, of all the disciplines, 
the so-called visual arts would be the one to do away with emotion, while the 
opposite is true for theatre, music, literature or whatever other expression.

In short, many people are opposed to any kind of contamination and impurity in 
artistic and intellectual matters. In the end, every dirty corner attracts more dirt, 
creating a bacterial breeding ground without which, so to speak, there can be no 
fermentation or growth or development. 

It would entail an incalculable number of potential risks, prevent cleanliness, order 
and clarity, and would lead to anarchy, thus challenging all the balances of power in 
today’s world.
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OFFSTAGE

This could be the place from where I speak: woman, white, lower middle class, 
Spanish, art worker from a peripheral realm. I imagine that these should, in theory, 
be some of the identity-based coordinates or political fictions that define me from 
outside, though appearances are almost always spaces of confusion.1

I grew up in a working class neighbourhood of a profoundly conservative city in 
the north of Spain, which proved instrumental in forging my class consciousness. 
With the passing of time, I discovered that the models of domination and exclusion 
underpinning issues of class operate with the same logic as the rest of binary 
divisions, whether we are talking about sex-gender, race or ethnic group, functional 
skills or our animal species.

It all depends on which side fate has placed you, whether you are in the realm 
of being or non-being, in the centre or on the margins, with all the privileges or 
oppressions either side brings with it. My interest in the histories of art has to do 
precisely with this need to question myself, from a position of constant perplexity, 
about who we are and what is our place in the world.

Except for a few cases, the academic environment in which I was formed was 
basically focused on shoring up the canon, in such a way that almost all my learning 
was geared towards the virtues of white western man, purportedly heterosexual, 
upper middle class, qualified, individualistic and the endless producer of unique and 
original masterpieces that fit like a glove in the evolutionary history of styles and 
parameters of the so-called high arts (the low ones were for everyone else).

It took me a good many years to unlearn all this. And I’m still at it. Art problematizes 
with what power ignores, so I simply try to look for new optics and perspectives.
Images are my thought space, and this is true for all aspects of my work and life: 
research, teaching, curatorship and activism.

1  The artist ORLAN demonstrated as much in her first surgical performance (The Reincarnation of Saint Orlan, 1990) when she read
 aloud the following extract from La Robe by Eugénie Lemoine-Luccioni: “I have the skin of an angel, but I am a jackal, the skin of 
 a crocodile, but I am a puppy, the skin of a black person, but I am white, the skin of a woman, but I am a man; I never have the 
 skin of what I am.”
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I try to uncover the political, social, economic, technological, cultural, aesthetic and 
symbolic forces at play in our scopic regime, those that govern the ways of seeing 
that have permeated our subjectivity—and other space-time contexts—as well as the 
way in which they are perceived and felt.

I am interested in reaching the limits and stepping beyond them, in discovering blind 
spots, shadow areas, spaces of peripheral vision and, by extension, everything that 
is offstage.2

Like an undisciplined anthropologist, I also try to observe the mechanics of the art 
system, of the institutions that define us,3 of what is on one side or the other of the 
pairs of opposites that have heavily conditioned our culture.

What matters to us, and why? What are the outsides with which we operate? Who 
is the enunciating subject? And from where? Who is questioned? Why? What are 
the structures that govern us? How is the legitimacy of art exercised? Why do 
we question so little? How is the art produced in a certain place connected with 
its representative institutions? What is the social value of art today? What is the 
threshold between aesthetics and politics right now? What’s behind our fear of the 
real? How do we give an account of all this?

We are living in dystopian times in which superficial practices are fashionable, 
foregrounding an epidermal knowledge of things, encouraged by accelerated 
consumerism and the cult of the new (or civilization of lightness and liquid modernity 
as dubbed respectively by Gilles Lipovetsky and Zygmunt Bauman).4

Neoliberalism has demonstrated its effectiveness in absorbing, neutralizing and 
depoliticizing any critical process on the margins, especially any that calls it into 
question.5 And all without the need for justification.

2  Between 2007 and 2010 I was at the helm of the Foconorte Photography and Video Festival and in 2013 I developed, along 
 with a dozen artists, the project Jaque al Ojo, exploring the boundaries of perception, at La Caverna de la Luz in Santander. 
 Both projects gave me an opportunity to explore some of these issues in greater depth.

3  I start from the assumption, following Pierre Bourdieu and Andrea Fraser, that institutions are embodied in people: 
 “it’s not a question of being against the institution: we are the institution. It's a question of what kind of institution we are, what 
 kind of values we institutionalize, what forms of practice we reward, and what kinds of rewards we aspire to”, in Andrea Fraser.
  L’1%, c’est moi, exhibition catalogue, MACBA, MUAC and UNAM, Mexico City, 2016, p. 37.

4  In 2017 I had an opportunity to reflect on this matter in the exhibition Anatomía de lo leve (y sus turbulencias), 
 produced by CAAM, Las Palmas, through the work of four artists: Esther Aldaz, Antonio Díaz Grande, Zuhar Iruretagoiena and 
 Tito Pérez Mora.

5  Highly illuminating in this regard are the essays by Alberto Santamaría, Paradojas de lo cool. Arte, literatura, política 
 (La Vorágine, Santander, 2016), Alta cultura descafeinada. Situacionismo low cost y otras escenas del arte en el cambio 
 de siglo (Siglo XXI, Madrid, 2019) and Políticas de lo sensible. Líneas románticas y crítica cultural (Akal, Madrid, 2020).
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In this regard, we should recall that, for the market, as Martha Rosler once argued, 
art functions as one of the deposits of excess of capital.

The result of such strategies are substitutes with short-range political scope aimed 
at privileged minorities which invisibilize the underlying technologies of power, thus 
naturalizing relationships of domination and elitism.

Instead, it is worth focusing on proposals that unmask these processes of 
fetishization, especially when they do so through irony and humour, and offer 
alternative ways of seeing and experiencing reality or of inviting disorder from an 
authentic engagement with the common.

DECONSTRUCTING, DECOLONIZING, UNLEARNING

We are still trying to come to grips with the awkward question Linda Nochlin 
asked in her celebrated essay from 1971: “Why Have There Been No Great Women 
Artists?”6.

It is patent that sexualized, racialized or non-normative bodies have been and still 
are the object of all kinds of violence, ranging from invisibility to death, which makes 
it absolutely essential to apply feminist, trans-inclusive and anticolonial perspectives 
to all fields of life and knowledge which can show us other ways of being in art and, 
by extension, in the world.

Old hierarchies and divisions are crumbling.It is pressing to denaturalize them and 
to undertake a transversal critique of all these modes of oppression, to investigate 
spaces of epistemic injustice and to seek a wider framework for an analysis of 
the sex-gender system in all its diversity of bodies and identities (Paul B. Preciado 
or Judith Butler), different forms of colonialism (Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, Gayatri 
Spivak, Audre Lorde or bell hooks), the historical development of capitalist violence 
and the fight against the patriarchy (Silvia Federici or María Galindo and, in general, 
Latin-American feminisms, from which we have so much to learn) or our coexistence 
with the environment, between ourselves as humans and with other species (Donna 
J. Haraway).

6  Originally published in ARTnews, vol. 69, no. 9, January 1971.
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All the authors aforementioned in brackets have built spaces for profound thought 
which have proven invaluable for me.

If the hegemonic narrative handed down to us by Art History no longer serves nor is 
able to explain the complexity of the world nor our relationships, then we have to put 
forward other narratives that will activate a change in the paradigm, which is to say, 
the corpus of learning we share or are prepared to share as a community. My early 
research along these lines centred on some cross-boundary disciplines, like textiles 
or action art, still largely underhistoricized in the official canon.

Textile practices,7 just like other ‘minor arts’, were the best way to begin following the 
thread and unravelling this tangled web.

The point of departure was a revision of classical myths, particularly those about 
Penelope and Ariadne, which afforded an opportunity to reflect on the concept of 
waiting and of connecting different temporalities through action.

I later continued with an analysis of the early avant-gardes and other pioneering 
experiences that shifted textile learning to the field of art, until arriving at the first 
manifestations of the feminist movement, with its call for gender awareness as a 
means of taking up the legacy of our anonymous predecessors, ensuring that the 
personal became openly political.

The operations of spinning, weaving, sewing and embroidering also underscored a 
tactile dimension, as opposed to the hegemony of the visual, and emphasized the 
process, highlighting the importance of the fragment while at once making time 
visible.

In addition, they have conformed a kind of writing and a new space of political 
struggle able to fuse utility and aesthetics with critical knowledge, and enabling the 
individual—autobiographical and experiential aspects—to be incorporated into the 
collective weave, inventing other forms of care and reparation.

7  Marta Mantecón: “Penélopes, Ariadnas… y otras hijas de araña. Mujeres que tejen, cosen y bordan en la plástica contemporánea”,
  in Trasdós. Revista del Museo de Bellas Artes de Santander, no. 9, 2007, pp. 8-34.
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All these deconstructive operations, with their rippling symbolic resonances, 
have also proven to be truly effective tactics for the socialization, survival and 
transmission of learning by means of shared action that has been passed down 
to the present, all over the planet, connecting with new technologies through 
cyberfeminist practices; in fact, today they are fully integrated as yet another 
discipline in the art system’s spaces of legitimisation.

On the other hand, I am also interested in the aesthetic-political dimension of the 
body, of all its becomings, as a place of enunciation and speaking out.

Action art has shown itself to be one of the best tools to challenge dominant 
representations and to formulate other problematics, other ways of speaking; 
however, its History is devoid of any prehistory,8 which would make it worthwhile 
to outline an alternative extra-official genealogy that would include what we could 
call “action art before action art”, ranging from the staging of hysteria in the late-
nineteenth century9–including its extensions up until the art of today—to the original 
protests of the first suffragettes, taking in the dissident narratives embodied by 
a number of women (and the odd man) who transformed their bodies into a true 
battlefield and a space of resistance by means of posing, metamorphosis, masks, 
disguise and gender performance offstage.

This is the case of Virginia Oldoini, Alice Austen, Luisa Amman, Elsa Plötz, Marie 
Høeg, Claude Cahun, Pierre Molinier, Nahui Olin, Maruja Mallo, Dora Vivacqua… and 
a whole roster of courageous and rebellious nomad identities with extraordinary 
disruptive and transgressive power, who chose to narrate their own insubordination, 
dismantling binarisms and imagining themselves outside the canon, building a 
different performative genealogy.10

8  The canonical narrative situates the origins of action art within the framework of Futurism, Constructivism and Dadaism.
 See Roselee Goldberg: Performance Art: From Futurism to the Present. Thames & Hudson, London, 1979.

9  Georges Didi-Huberman said that he was nearly compelled to consider hysteria as a chapter in the history of art. See Georges
 Didi-Huberman: The Invention of Hysteria. Charcot and the Photographic Iconography of the Salpêtrière. The MIT Press, Cambridge 
 Ma., 2004, p. 4.

10  I wonder how many women would enter into a compilation like those made by Jean-Yves Jouannais in Artistes sans oeuvres: 
 "I would prefer not to" (Fernand Hazan, Paris, 1997).
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Moving forward in time, one could also dedicate a special chapter to practices 
of concealment and appearance by a series of artists who developed strategies 
with which they overturned ways of looking—closely related, by the way, to other 
proposals from the international scene—thus making it possible not only to think of 
other subjects and other bodies but also to name and be named from other spaces, 
with other forms and other gesturalities, as argued by Maite Garbayo in her insightful 
research into performance and feminisms during the late years of Franco’s regime.11

In short, it is a question of providing new references and critical perspectives on art 
and, basically, to articulate new genealogies and seedbeds with which to reconstruct 
lost kinships following so many centuries of invisibility.

In this regard, I would underscore some outstanding projects undertaken in recent 
years in a context close at hand, continuing the enterprise begun by Christine de 
Pizan12 in the fifteenth century: Queridas Viejas by Maria Gimeno, Womankind or 
Herstorymuseum by María María Acha-Kutscher, Tal día como hoy by Diana Larrea or, 
from the perspective of coming together and passing on learning first hand, Consejo 
de Sabias by Sra. Polaroiska; having said that, it is worth asking whether at this point 
it is still desirable to be included in the canon and for what purpose.

In any case, “it matters what matters we use to think other matters with; it matters 
what stories we tell to tell other stories with; it matters what knots knot knots, what 
thoughts think thoughts, what descriptions describe descriptions, what ties tie ties. 
It matters what stories make worlds, what worlds make stories”, Donna J. Haraway 
wisely warned us.13

GLEANING, RESIGNIFYING, MAKING STRANGE KINSHIPS

In his film Les Carabiniers (1963) Godard imagines, with a script by Roberto 
Rossellini, an anti-war parable which tells the story of two dirt-poor peasants who 
are recruited for war with the promise of untold riches and absolute exoneration 
from the consequences for any actions they might commit. 

11  Maite Garbayo: Cuerpos que aparecen. Performance y feminismos en el tardofranquismo. Consonni, Bilbao, 2016.

12  The writer tells how three ladies (Reason, Rectitude and Justice) appeared to her and commissioned her with the construction of 
 a city for ladies. See Christine de Pizan: The Book of the City of Ladies. Penguin Classics, London, 2000.

13  Donna J. Haraway: Staying with the Trouble. Making Kin in the Chthulucene. Duke University Press, Durham, 2016, p. 35.
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When they return home they believe that they are bringing with them “all the 
treasures of the world” in a suitcase full of postcards arranged by subject, having 
confused the real with its representation, and they believe that all these images are 
“acts of property”.

Susan Sontag uses this scene in one of her best-known essays to evince how 
collecting photographs is, to some degree, an act of appropriating the world given 
that “it means putting oneself into a certain relation to the world that feels like 
knowledge—and, therefore, like power.”14 

Meanwhile, in The Gleaners and I (2000), Agnès Varda suggests another way of 
relating with images, not by making them but by gathering them; a highly sustainable 
practice with which to confront a visual ecosystem marked by excess.15 Working 
with remnants, with what is left over, between archaeology and gleaning, enables a 
resignification of images, to rethink their true statute and to once again lend them 
value at a moment of iconic and semiotic hypertrophy and saturation driven by 
social media and mobile prostheses.

What can we do with the millions of images that no longer have any material or 
bodily existence? What value do they have when there are so many of them and they 
are so easy to produce? How can we order so much information?16

Ever since the first Wunderkammer (wonder-rooms or cabinets of curiosities), 
the accumulation of objects, presided over by a colonial gaze, has been a way of 
possessing the world, as was the case with the peasant-soldiers in Godard’s movie.

Many projects have endeavoured to get a handle on the unyielding plurality of the 
real, some particularly extensive like The Archives of the Planet by Albert Kahn 
or People of the 20th Century by August Sander, numerous conceptual proposals, 
the typologies of the School of Dusseldorf and its derivatives, or the almost 
encyclopaedic compilations by a good number of contemporary names.

14  Susan Sontag: On Photography. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York, 1977.

15  I have compiled some of my reflections on this matter in “Todos los tesoros del mundo. Apuntes para una re-colección de fotografía”,
 a lecture given at El Almacén de las Artes, El Astillero (Cantabria), 28/09/2019. 

16  Joan Fontcuberta analyses these issues in the essays La furia de las imágenes. Notas sobre la postfotografía (Galaxia Gutenberg, 
 Barcelona, 2016) and La cámara de Pandora: la fotografí@ después de la fotografía (Gustavo Gili, Barcelona, 2010).
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Archive praxis as an artistic proposition began to gain traction in the closing 
decades of the past century until becoming a tendency assimilated by the 
mainstream, as Hal Foster evinced.17

I am particularly interested in those compilations involving taxonomies, 
classifications and inventories of reality that follow rebellious, eccentric or anarchic 
typologies: excessive lists, absurd anthologies, impossible atlases, bizarre 
museographic collections and baffling diagrams that include a playful perspective, 
questioning conventions by mixing categories which have apparently little or nothing 
to do with each other.18

These kinds of projects, able to subvert the classical guidelines for systematizing 
the real, accept archive work as an aporia, demonstrating the absurdity of wishing 
to order the world by trying to give it a more logical appearance, as Borges showed 
with the odd enumeration of animals in his Chinese encyclopaedia19 or the brilliant 
Sei Shōnagon when she wrote, in the late tenth century, her wonderful collection of 
poetic lists,20 until arriving at the unbounded index of the network of networks that is 
the internet today.

All systems of classification end up disclosing the profound tension between 
the real and its representation, given that there is always something that is never 
mentioned, that is never spoken, that remains offstage.21

Accordingly, they operate like a permanent work-in-progress, an open narrative able 
to be continued ad infinitum, where the poetic of the fragment imposes itself over 
our logic and calls into question everything we take to be known.

17  Hal Foster: "An Archival Impulse", in October, no. 110, 2004, pp. 3-22.

18  See the enlightening texts by Georges Perec, especially Thoughts of Sorts (David R. Godine, Boston, 2009), Umberto Eco in The 
 Infinity of Lists (Rizzoli, New York, 2009) or Roland Barthes in Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes (Hill & Wang, New York, 2010).

19  Discussed by Michel Foucault in the preface to The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (Vintage, London, 1994).

20  Sei Shōnagon: The Pillow Book, Columbia University Press, New York, 1991.

21      See Marta Mantecón and Wendy Navarro: Open Corner. Listados poéticos de una colección, exhibition catalogue. Biblioteca 
           Central de Cantabria, Santander, 2014.
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Just like lists and taxonomies, visual essays are an exercise in understanding and 
a poetic (and political) laboratory to invent encounters with and between images, 
to create new discourses and to propose other iconographic and iconological 
methodologies. It is a matter of playing with them, grouping them together by 
elective affinities and breaking with the traditional demarcations of time and space, 
dispensing with aesthetic hierarchies and exploring other potential relationships.

In 2019 we undertook the Manual para construir un museo imaginario en tres actos 
(Manual to Construct an Imaginary Museum in Three Acts) project at Museo de 
Prehistoria y Arqueología de Cantabria (MUPAC), a profoundly symbolic space for us.

It consisted of a series of actions and encounters between art historians and artists 
of various generations, taking Aby Warburg’s Atlas Mnemosyne, André Malraux’s 
imaginary museum and Griselda Pollock’s virtual feminist museum as our point of 
departure, as well as Marcel Duchamp’s Boîte-en-Valise and even the DIY logic of 
feminist fanzines.

Our idea was to create a museum from bottom up, without walls and without 
a ceiling (thus circumventing the glass one), after having verified the lack of 
interest on behalf of public collections and the majority of Spanish institutions in 
establishing parity among artists in terms of gender and other variables. In fact, the 
museum was no more than a portable structure that could be rolled out, modified 
and extended as much as we liked, as it only contained images that we paired with 
actions with which we wished to rethink ourselves, to fill some gaps and invent news 
spaces of self-designation.

Subverting the norm also means questioning the very forms of visually writing and 
telling the History of Art that have delimited Western thinking, in order to analyse 
its multidisciplinary contents by means of, for instance, the rhizome, following 
Deleuze and Guattari’s model,22 in which any given point can connect with another, 
as an alternative to the tree-shaped model, synoptic tables and the classic linear 
evolutionary layout that generally prevailed in these kinds of representations.

22  Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari: A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia. The Athlone Press, London, 1999, pp. 3-26.
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In this regard, it is fascinating to look back at some singular proposals by artists 
from the early avant-gardes up to the present (from Torres García to Ward Shelley),23 
or indeed any cartography, graphic, outline, diagram, plan, table, map or allegory that, 
accepting a fractioned temporality and accommodating a play with anachronisms, 
tries to reflect other visual narratives of art history or histories.

All these practices can help us to imagine new epistemologies with which to 
confront the complexity of our realities, to propitiate a cognitive shock and to 
disclose the tensions of the present. 

Gathering images, thinking with images, linking them with one another by means of 
new associations and, in short, making strange kinships and ingenious connections, 
as Donna J. Haraway suggests, would mean reinstating their effectiveness as 
spaces of meaning and recovering their political impact.

REIMAGINING THE COMMON

It is beyond doubt that we have become mass producers of images while at once 
the relationships between aesthetics and politics, between signs and their referents, 
has been destabilized to the extent of situating our collective imaginary on the verge 
of collapse.

The world becomes sentient through its representations, but our perceptiveness has 
been blocked and our sense of the real has been pulverized.

And if we add to that the fact that we are survivors of a system where everything 
has to be given-to-be-seen and even the most insignificant detail of our lives must 
be recorded, controlled, monitored, turned into an anecdote or mere narcissistic 
exhibitionism, images are presented as dangerous recording systems that, at the 
same time, have seen their ability to represent the ordinary curtailed. 

Hito Steyerl rightly pointed out how image spam has become the true avatar of the 
people, standing in as negative substitutes and absorbing the flak of the limelight on 
their behalf.24

23  Various: Genealogies of Art, Or the History of Art As Visual Art, exhibition catalogue Fundación Juan March, Madrid and
 Museo Picasso, Malaga. Madrid, 2019. This publication compiles canonical classifications along with surprising proposals from
 a wide roster of artists from the seventeenth century until the present.

24  Hito Steyerl: The Wretched of the Screen, Sternberg Press, 2013.
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Today diversity is concealed beneath a regime of hypervisibility and overexposure 
that tries to erase all difference. Pasolini predicted this situation in an article 
published in 1975 on the disappearance of fireflies—a beautiful metaphor of spaces 
of insurgence and clandestine communities situated on the margins, in the shadows, 
offstage—under the glaring spotlights of the society of the spectacle.25 

What is exposed to the light, permanently visible, may not be the most interesting 
thing and, perhaps, the evocation of these luminous creatures serves us—at least 
symbolically—to try to re-establish the semantic potential of images, beyond the 
normative, returning them their status as artefacts for thinking and making politics 
as part of a community of desire, able to collectively reimagine itself.

25  "L'articolo delle lucciole" by Pier Paolo Pasolini, published in Corriere della Sera (01-02-1975), is one of Georges Didi-Huberman’s 
 starting points for his analysis in the essay Survival of the Fireflies (University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2018).
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THE DEFEAT OF CULTURE?

We are living in an exceptional period. An air of the end of the world has been 
looming over our heads for some time. The Middle East, the Orient, the United 
States, and the entire world has been struck by a seemingly futuristic pandemic 
and many countries have added culture to the list of non-essentials.

This reconsideration of culture is undoubtedly the result of a subtle evolution that 
is taking place right before our eyes, and we have failed to take any measures in 
response. What assessment can we make of the first 20 years of the 21st century? 
Of course, it would be easy to place the blame on the states and leaders of the 
world.

It would be equally easy to point the finger at the unrestrained globalisation 
and financialisation of the world. However, is culture truly free of blame? Has it 
successfully accomplished its function, or is it partly responsible for its current 
situation? When I talk about culture, naturally, I am not referring to the subject per 
se, but to the way in which it is considered and practised. I am talking about the 
system and not about the artisans of this world that, unfortunately, is politicised 
and hierarchical like all others.

What influence has culture held in the world, confronted with the numerous 
challenges that have appeared? Has it been able to reverse the unavoidable 
course of events in some place or, on the contrary, was it conspicuous by its 
absence and obsession to defend its territory? What does it have to say about the 
students whose lives have been cut off? About the U.S. elections or the measures 
taken by Western countries in response to the COVID-19 pandemic? What has 
it told us about the discontent—the precursory signs of which have peppered 
recent decades—that has taken hold of the planet? How has it dealt with the 
environmental crisis? Generally with silence.

Only a few individuals and private institutions have reacted. It is as if states that 
control culture had built a leaden screen around the heads of its servants who, in 
fear of hypothetical reprisals, prefer to bow down.
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I recently had a conversation with an artist friend who claimed that the main 
problem her profession faced was the lack of power. We discussed this very 
notion of power at length and reached the conclusion that power as such is not 
necessarily the issue at play.

Artists such as Damien Hirst can take the liberty of calling the shots on the market 
without any restrictions. And if power cannot be separated from the market, 
the problem would become unsolvable and its resolution would get lost in the 
meanderings of a never-ending vicious circle. However, maybe we can question 
the engagement of artists to thwart the path taken by the world of art. Are there 
any areas of active resistance where a viable opposing power is attempting to 
emerge? Here, I will not mention artists that claim to be politicians. That is not the 
issue, as Jacques Rancière indicates: 

“Certain people want art to permanently record the memory of the century’s 
horrors. Others want it to help today’s people to understand themselves in the 
diversity of their cultures. And some others explain that art nowadays does not 
produce—or should not produce—works for amateurs, but new forms of social 
relations for all. However, art does not work in order to make contemporaries 
responsible for the past or in order to build better relations between different 
communities. It is an exercise of this responsibility or of this construction. This 
is the case insofar as it takes the various types of art that produce objects 
and images, of resistance and memory in its own equality. It does not dissolve 
in social relations. It constructs effective forms of community: communities 
between objects and images, between images and voices, between faces and 
words, which weave relations between the past and a present, between far-away 
spaces and a place of exhibition.”

This is a cruel warning: art does not dissolve, should not dissolve, in social 
relations. Even less so when these relations more closely resemble attacks 
on worldliness than the effects of society. Each person should perform their 
corresponding duties and functions. 
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And when I talk about engagement, I am talking about a constant attitude that 
would be conveyed in both everyday life and artistic production, engagement that 
results from deep consideration and analysis of the world, whose one and only 
voice would be the works. 

Culture as we experience it today has become an elitist machine that only 
concerns a miniscule portion of citizens. It has turned into a closed, exclusive 
space of musical chairs. 

It has moved away from life, as Pierre Restany wrote, and from society. It no 
longer pursues this utopia developed by Jacques Rancière, which the French 
philosopher called “the distribution of the sensible”: 

“When working on the history of the emancipation of the working class, I realised 
that this by no means expressed the passage of ignorance to knowledge, nor 
an expression of one’s identity and culture, but rather a means of crossing the 
borders that define identities. My entire career has focused on this issue, which I 
will subsequently call the ‘distribution of the sensible’: how, within a given space, 
one organises the perception of one’s world, one links a sensible experience to 
intelligible modes of interpretation."1

“Link a sensible experience to intelligible modes of interpretation”. This idea 
undoubtedly deserves a moment of our time, in order to execute and activate it; as 
Deleuze wrote, a theorist with useless theory also becomes useless. 

Have we, art professionals, become useless? I refuse to believe this. Sensible 
experience owes nothing to reason, but rather to another part of the human 
for which it is not always possible to find an accurate translation, intelligible 
interpretation modes, to quote Rancière once again. Are men of culture (to 
use this somewhat old-fashioned term) still connected to the sensible in the 
21st century, or have they moved towards other spheres, forgetting the organic 
function of culture in the fabric of society that we could call drawing or intent, 
thereby playing with two levels of perception?

1  Jacques Rancière, Et tant pis pour les gens fatigues: entretiens.
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This drawing or intent must undoubtedly be artistic, but essentially social in the 
sense that it must take into account the evolution of our societies, considered not 
as independent and different entities, but as elements of a single whole where all 
expressions of humanity have an equal role to play. In reality, it is about answering 
“the essential question” asked by Ernst Bloch at the end of the last century: the 
very question of Us. 

Although at first it seems that a concept of social design refers above all to 
humanity and the human, it also represents a cause and a reality, a state of things 
and a thought that are projected in the observation of reality, as expressed in 
human relations. In models of an ideal society, sharing plays a crucial role. This 
notion of sharing the sensible should be at the heart of any artistic—and therefore 
social—project.

There is a hiatus between “official” organisation in terms of the state and 
endogenous organisation that emanates from individuals. While the former 
focuses on purely administrative efficiency, the latter is centred on “trivialised” 
everyday life where the elements that will define the social space are shaped day 
by day. 

While Rancière evokes the emancipation of the working-class population, I cannot 
resist drawing a comparison with The Wretched of the Earth by the Martinique-
born psychiatrist Frantz Fanon, which established a direct link between the 
proletariat and the colonised. The notions of public and private are eminently 
contentious in the sense that one aims to limit the freedoms of the other.

To use the terminology of Jürgen Habermas2, on the one hand there is the people—
the “private entity”—and on the other hand the state—the “public entity”—or, at 
least, the entity in charge of managing the public sphere.

The recent and sometimes violent reactions to certain sculptures erected in 
honour of figures (the case of the Franco statue in Santander is a good example) 
whose actions, in the contemporary world, called the national representation into 
question, perfectly illustrate this split into a public project and a private project.

2  Jurgen Habermas, L’espace public, Paris, Payot, 2008
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We can therefore speak of exogenous organisation executed by public powers, 
to which endogenous organisation from the private sphere would be opposed.
If the aim of culture is still to speak to all people, it should concern itself with 
redefining a social design that corresponds to current needs rather than getting 
lost in narcissistic questioning. To this end, the public sphere that, as we have 
seen, constitutes the field of interaction between citizens and state administrators, 
must be taken over by independent cultural agents.

The vertical relationship with public powers should no longer be taken as a 
reference. Instead, a horizontal relationship should be considered, as suggested 
by Hannah Arendt: “Society is a way of life in a community where the dependency 
of people on their fellow humans, although only for the purpose of survival, 
acquires importance of a public order and where, consequently, the activities that 
have the single purpose of conserving life are not just manifested at the public 
level but are also able to determine the form of the public domain.”3 This way that 
Arendt mentions is precisely the non-organised domain that often overflows into 
the calibrated realm of the public domain.

Thus, urban design would be part of these overflows in a vertical society, even 
if people generally do not have a say in the facilities that they see flourishing in 
their surroundings. It is the way they are used that will determine the true function 
of the tools conceived and executed by technocrats locked away in an office, 
consulting studies and surveys that are supposed to illustrate public opinion.

Urban design, encountered in all large cities, can thus become a symbol of 
identity that allows us to distinguish at first sight the New York City Subway from 
the London Underground, both of which have developed their own functionality. 
In non-Western countries, particularly in Africa and Latin America, the manner 
in which people use the instruments at their disposal is often a matter of 
reimagination and reinterpretation.

3  Hannah Arendt, cited by Jurgen Haberman, op.cit.
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Since this form of structure is “invented” by the primary consumers, it should first 
and foremost have a perfect knowledge of its “audience”, which we could also 
call the clientele or public, in order to determine the needs and subsequently find 
the ideal manner of solving the difficulties posed by coexistence, as there is no 
intermediary between the developer and the user and the two get mixed up.

Art should occupy a central place in the evolution of contemporary society 
because the artist, as a citizen, would be capable of representing the moods of 
the people in a personal and unmeditated manner, without state pressure. This 
understanding is undoubtedly the origin of the spawning of personal projects in 
the form of ephemeral installations over the course of recent decades, interactive 
projects where the principle of building communities and participation is the order 
of the day.

The works that stem from this approach often have an unconscious pedagogic 
desire that, if given a certain tangible power, often deprives them of their aesthetic 
efficiency. From the beginning, the artist places themselves in the beyond, in a 
prophet-like position that cuts them off from the people with which they wish to 
mix.

In so-called emerging societies, the questions that artists must confront are 
translated in a different manner. While in the West the status of artists is more or 
less defined with a value, recognition and exhibition system that places them in 
a privileged position, in Africa artists are not distinguishable from other citizens, 
so much so that the separation existing in the West disappears and artistic 
production is necessarily in tune with the concerns of the people, sometimes at 
the risk of weakening its aesthetic and intellectual contribution.

Artists are citizens just like any other, and their role in society does not exceed 
that of a blacksmith or a dentist who each have their contribution to make in their 
respective fields.

Art cannot be reduced to the level of theorised development, but rather must 
continue to be an uprising, a self-constructed reality without a predefined 
blueprint. It is thanks to trade that people interact with one another in a specific 
context. In countries of the so-called Global South, to quote Homi Bhabha, this 
means working on metaphoricity: 
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“If in our travelling theory we are open to the metaphoricity of people from 
imagined communities—migrant or metropolitan—we will discover that the 
modern people-nation space is not simply horizontal. Their metaphorical 
movement requires a kind of ‘duplicity’ in writing; a temporality of representation 
that moves between cultural formations and social processes in the absence of a 
centred causal logic .”4 

In his travelling theory, Bhabha evokes and calls into question the intrinsic 
horizontality of imagined communities and talks of duplicity. We must pay 
attention to this duplicity, because it carries the contradictions without which 
society has no bearing on its own evolution.

Nor is there a “centred causal logic”, but rather a series of micro-logics that, 
when they come together, form the basis of a diversified humanity. A market, a 
neighbourhood or the courtyard of a house thereby become the location where 
this particular aesthetic is created, because it is definitely an aesthetic, let us 
not be mistaken; an aesthetic of the little, an aesthetic of nothing that does 
not translate into monuments or tangible visualisations, but into an apparent 
immateriality that has been lost in the West.

Form is no longer a palpable and definable entity; it is pure perception. In the 
everyday nature of social administration that must be reinvented on a daily basis. 

To think that, outside of the West, the physical organisation of a city does not obey 
any rules, intent or tangible criteria is naturally due to ignorance when deciphering 
the subtle human fabric that links all things. This involves not differentiating 
between the “perceived” and the “tangible”: “Having set out to discover what 
remains, at this turn of the century, of the African quest for self-determination, we 
find ourselves thrown back on the figures of the shadow, into those spaces where 
one perceives something, but where this thing is impossible to make out — as in 
a phantasm, at the exact point of the split between the visible and the graspable, 
the perceived and the tangible.”5 

4  Homi K. Bhabha, Les lieux de la culture, Payot, Paris, 2007, p. 226

5  Achille Mbembe, On the Postcolony, University of California Press, Berkeley, 2001, p. 241
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The role of a publication like Atlántica may be found here, in the attempt to 
elucidate the mystery of creation and not in navel-gazing. The museum that 
publishes it has, since its beginnings, been located at the crossroads between 
different cultures, different aesthetics and different philosophies. Elucidating the 
mystery involves using all the tools put at our disposal. To this end, it is sufficient 
to do away with mental and geographic borders and consider the human being in 
its entirety. This is called heterology, which deals with the atopos; in other words, 
an object without an identified location.

Because I believe that heterology — which, according to Michel de Certeau, “is 
the discourse of the other, which at the same time is discourse on the other and 
discourse where the other speaks” — is the key to navigating the world of alterity. 
Heterology is “an art of playing in two places, which sets up a reversible scene 
where the last word does not necessarily belong to the first subject of the speech 
and where criticism does not spare the speaker, who experiences a knock-on 
effect”. As a place for experimentation, heterology bears the risk of free speech 
and is a magnificent tool for trying “to evaluate in one place what is missing in 
another,” in the words of François Jullien.6

It is this dialectical inversion where “criticism does not spare the speaker” that 
Atlántica must address.

6  François Jullien, L’écart et l’entre, Galilée, Paris, 2012
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EXPANSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES IN ART FROM THE CARIBBEAN

The Centro Wifredo Lam in Havana was officially founded in 1983. Not long 
afterwards, in May 1984, it convened the first Havana Biennial, an unprecedented 
event at the time.1 Holding up the life and work of the renowned painter Wifredo Lam 
(Sagua la Grande, Cuba, 1902-Paris, France, 1982) as the guiding beacon for the new 
institution proved a wise decision.

His friendship with Pablo Picasso, his affinities with André Breton and his creative 
adventures under the banner of the second manifesto of Surrealism are facts often 
highlighted in his biography. Revered as the most universal of Cuban painters, 
Lam enjoyed widely accepted legitimacy during his time and travels in Europe in 
the period between the two world wars, particularly in Spain and France, where he 
rubbed shoulders with the ‘hard core’ of modernism in the School of Paris. In 1941 
he had returned to the Caribbean and Cuba, an unbreakable bond he endorsed 
throughout his whole career, whereupon he transformed the history of painting in the 
region.

Like many of his Latin-American fellows, Lam had remained in a peripheral limbo. 
He was mentioned in passing in art history as a surrealist, an affiliation which 
he himself had often refuted. It is not until the present moment, in the light of 
multiculturalism and postcolonial discourse, that justice is finally been done to his 
name and to his legacy. A learned and sophisticated man with an insightful gaze, 
Lam grasped the historical keys to the Caribbean situation and set out on the task of 
building a decolonizing body of work.2

Nonetheless, any survey of his paintings, drawings, lithographs and etchings, of 
his murals and sculptures, ought to aim further than the always essential analyses 
undertaken by academics investigating the origins and meaning of his iconography 
and the connections between his various phases and periods.

1  In fact, Centro Wilfredo Lam legally existed since March 1983 following a decree by the Council of Ministers, although 
 it still had no structure as such nor any headquarters. And so this first edition was organized by the Ministry of Culture’s visual 
 arts department with the active call for critics and experts in the visual arts who were ultimately responsible 
 for shaping the inaugural edition.

2  In 1980 Lam told Gerardo Mosquera that his “painting was an act of decolonization”.
 Interview published in Bohemia, Havana, year 72, no. 25, 20 June 1980, pp. 10-13.
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Few scholars have had the perspicacity to plumb the depths of the vast 
undercurrents in his works. The writer Alejo Carpentier made reference to Unamuno 
when endeavouring to decipher Lam’s communion between the bounded and the 
eternal. Alain Jouffroy spoke of the reconquest of the lost unity in the memories of 
men on both shores of the Atlantic.

Meanwhile, Édouard Glissant believed that Lam had reinstated the legacy of Black 
Africa within the Whole-World. Manifold readings that converge in the urgency to 
raise the voices of Caribbean culture to higher echelons of international circulation 
and production, something which Lam foreshadowed in his time.

Reengaging with Lam served as an essential step for a better understanding of the 
concerns of artists from the Caribbean and its diasporas and to embed them within 
the dynamic of Centro Wifredo Lam.3

And while Lam did not create a school, in the sense in which we usually understand 
the concept, he did leave a legacy of cardinal precepts that have served as a 
guide that still inspires more than a few contemporary artists when it comes to 
exploring the history and contemporary moment of the Caribbean in a world in which 
relationships between the most diverse contexts are brought into play and post-
hegemonic horizontality is the ultimate quest. More than anything else, he facilitated 
a better understanding of the aspirations of a desire for renewal that surfaced first 
in Cuba in the 1980s and then spread to the rest of the Caribbean in the following 
decade.

In a cursory overview, the enquiries undertaken by the Havana Biennial proved 
decisive in calling attention to ‘advanced’ artistic production throughout the whole 
region. The crisis in the biennial model is a controversial issue in current intellectual 
debates on art and its circuits.

Years ago, Hans-Michael Herzog expressed his views on this issue in an interview 
with the journal Art Nexus (Bogotá-Miami) following a tour taking in eight Asian 
biennials. Using his own criteria, he weighed up the predictable benefits and 
mistakes of any mega-exhibition around the world in terms of organization, 
curatorship, artists and artworks.

3  From here on in, when speaking of the Caribbean, we are referring to an environment that expands  
 beyond the cartographic confines of the region and includes practically the whole planet.
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And, he commented, among other ideas, how almost all biennials are an operation in 
cultural marketing prompted by an interest in positioning a particular country or city 
within today’s global network.

Against the backdrop of the eighties, within the folds of centre-periphery tensions, 
a relationship examined by Raúl Prebisch, at a time when it was still difficult to find 
artists from the Global South in major international exhibitions and established 
biennials, Havana became a new platform for dialogue and communication for 
culturally ignored territories. Early on Luis Camnitzer compared it with laboratory 
operations.

Havana foreshadowed a kind of experiment with an unknown object of investigation, 
whose results nobody was able to predict. Above all, it had the virtue of transforming 
the ideological sign of international mega-events, by offering space for the “intense 
sound of subaltern cultures”. These and other possible foundational contributions 
cannot be ignored in a global world in which many similar initiatives do not manage 
to take root or simply vanish without trace.

Since it first appeared, the Havana Biennial afforded a privileged space for 
contemporary art created in its immediate area of influence, the island-archipelago’s 
natural geopolitical context. It convened painters, photographers and sculptors 
with consolidated practices recognized locally, regionally and to a lesser extent 
internationally. Key to a proper grasp of this process, the second biennial dedicated 
its theoretical symposium to Visual Arts from the Caribbean in 1986.4

However, it was from the nineties onwards when the curatorial vision of the event 
settled its focus on instigating a process of updating in consonance with the 
particularities of the context, as well as with the readjustments or realignments 
introduced in art’s core languages.5

4  The papers and conferences in the symposium were published in the book Plástica del Caribe, Editorial Letras Cubanas,   
 Havana, 1989. The speakers included  Juan Acha (Peru-Mexico), Rita Eder (Mexico), Robert Farris Thompson and Suzanne  
 Garrigues (USA), Adelaida de Juan, Gerardo Mosquera, Lázara Menéndez and  Yolanda Wood Pujols (Cuba), Rosa Luisa   
 Márquez and Antonio Martorell (Puerto Rico), Roberto Segre (Italy-Cuba), Denis William (Guyana) and Maurice Xavier (Martinique).

5  See Gerardo Mosquera in “Esferas, ciudades, transiciones. Perspectivas internacionales  
 del arte y la cultura”. Art Nexus, Bogotá-Miami, no. 54, 2004, p. 86.
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The fourth edition in 1991 and above all the fifth in 1994 brought the attention of the 
public to bear on a group of artists influenced by a sensibility towards change and 
updating, with fertile subaltern contributions in artworks, languages and concepts 
breaking with the restraining standards of modernism and with the stereotypes on 
the ‘Caribbean’ still lingering in many sectors of the local and regional visual arts, 
stereotypes which contradictorily still had footholds at the end of the century.6

In the light of these premises, the Caribbean art scene no longer gravitated to 
the dominant force of painting and, to a lesser degree, drawing, sculpture and 
documentary photography, and instead entered into the orbit of installation, object-
based art, other uses of photography or the still incipient engagement with the 
territories of performance and video.

Thanks to the open projection in the nineties, the production during the period 
straddling the change of centuries was to operate akin to a gigantic Rubik’s cube. 
From today’s perspective, it is nigh on impossible to trace the genealogy of art 
through clearly defined movements, trends and leanings.

Overarching categories fail to capture the multiplicity of recourses employed, nor is  
it possible to neatly compartmentalize works into conventionally accepted genres, 
supports, formats, mediums or typologies. Caribbean artists could be defined as 
inter-, multi- or transdisciplinary, even when they have subscribed to a specific 
support or manifestation of choice. If the Cuban scholar Fernando Ortiz conceived 
the ethnocultural miscegenation of Cuban (and by extension, the whole Caribbean) 
as a big ajíaco (stew) in times of unfinished modernism, in this complex moment we 
are witnessing the domination of a postmodern everything-goes.

Artists operate like DJs, as Nicolas Bourriaud might put it; they mix everything, 
splicing visual and cultural studies, anthropology, sociology, theatre and literature. 

6  It is crucial to bear in mind that I am not referring to a generational change. Besides inviting mid-career artists, these biennials  
 were particularly important in showcasing emerging artists including Marcos Lora Read, Raúl Recio, Dominican Republic; 
 Elvis López, Stan Kuiperi and Alida Martínez, Aruba; Yubi Kirindongo, Curaçao; Annalée Davis,     
 Ras Akyen Ramsay and Ras Ishi, Barbados; Christopher Cozier, Trinidad; Enoc Pérez and Anaida Hernández,   
 Puerto Rico; for Cuba the artists invited were from the 1990s, such as Tania Bruguera, Los Carpinteros, Fernando  
 Rodríguez, Esterio Segura, Alexis Leyva Machado (Kcho), Sandra Ramos, Abel Barroso, among others.
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With a focus on tools and mediums as well as ideas, they embrace the ‘post-
discipline era’ inclined towards the polyhedral assimilation of supports, mediums, 
languages, typologies, practices and methodologies, discursive recourses with 
which to dissect and better grasp reality.

With this instrument in their hands, an extensive part of art in the Caribbean 
endorsed the facts and contents of history within its grand subject matters, the 
fertile sediment and the main driving force that motivates it. History cuts across 
almost everything; it is a living, problematizing and prospective source. Swaying 
between yesterday and today, artists nonetheless have no intention of discovering 
absolute replies.

Based on bibliographic data taken at face value or without an exhaustive leitmotiv, 
they handle ideas by means of images, objects and materials with historical-cultural 
connotations. With their sensibility, they turn back, retake old paths, wiggle their 
way into dates and events. Creators question and investigate, reread history with 
a seasoned eye, they dust off overlooked or forgotten corners, they rethink the 
Caribbean as a residual space, the consequence of misalignments of old data that 
situate the space in the vortex of contemporary debates on the local and the global, 
tensions addressed by artists in very different ways and forms. 

At this juncture it is worth recalling Walter D. Mignolo’s words on “the darkest, 
hidden side […] of the European narrative ….”,7 an incentive to dismantle the most 
perverse constructs of coloniality.

As such, the Caribbean has been a key player in which the historical meanings of the 
space and the place in which art is produced truly matter and weigh heavily. Artists 
do not lose their anchoring in the insular reality of their origins and its sources that 
nourish them and keep them active.

7  Pedro Pablo Gómez and Walter Mignolo. “Estéticas decoloniales. Sentir, pensar, hacer en Abya Yala y la gran comarca.” 
 In Estéticas decoloniales, Universidad Distrital Francisco José de Caldas, Facultad de Artes ASAB, Bogotá, 2012.
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Its operations would fit in what Piotr Piotrowski defends as horizontal narrative or 
pluralism of trans-regional narratives, mindful of the relationship of the artist with 
his or her local environment, which is to say, what instils value to the voices of the 
personal context of creation in the midst of global dichotomic exchanges, which, 
while on one hand, undermine the identity-based handles with regards the place of 
origin, on the other, reinforce the urgency of conserving and strengthening certain 
signs of belonging.8

In the call to “open up the game” beyond how the West capitalizes the legacy of 
humanity, they bring into play strategies of resistance, innovation, contemporary 
cimarronaje and remix, inasmuch as strategies to deconstruct the “colonial wound” 
and advocate “a new form of humanity… founded …in a multiple identity that is 
opposed to the old idea of atavism, of unique identity and ethnocentrism…”9

The list of manifold issues and problems of interest for contemporary artists also 
comprises those derived from insularity, self-referentiality, problematics of race, 
gender and authority, Afrodescendency, and the consequences of climate change 
for island territories. An inevitable point in their creative agendas is the debate on 
identity, understood as flexible and mobile in the midst of transatlantic exchange 
and dialogue, in which the Caribbean ought to be understood as a “highly intricate 
canopy” of cultures, of pluriethnic, multilingual and pluricultural interrelationships of 
individuals from different origins.

At the time when Centro Wifredo Lam and the first Havana Biennial were taking 
their first steps, while I was still in the classrooms of the University of Havana, 
I was far from imagining that just a few months later I would have the unique 
opportunity to appear on the rollcall of the founders of the Centre10 (today Centro de 
Arte Contemporáneo Wifredo Lam), and to be part of the team of researchers and 
curators, with a focus on the study of Lam’s work and, later on, in the early nineties, 
of Caribbean and Central-American art.

8  Piotr Piotrowski. “Sobre la historia horizontal del arte.” Criterios, Havana, no. 89: 1 September 2016.

9  I referring to some of the definitions and ideas of Jean Bernabé, Patrick Chamoiseau, Raphaël  
 Confiant in Elogio de la Creolidad, Havana, Editorial Casa de las Américas, 2013, p. 121.

10  To which I am indebted to Dr Lilian Llanes Godoy, director-founder of the centre from 1984 to 1999.
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As chance would have it, just a few years later, CAAM (Centro Atlántico de Arte 
Moderno) in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria would come into being thousands of 
kilometres from the arch of the Antilles and very close to the east coast of ancestral 
Africa. Through incisive curatorship, as borne out by, among other exhibitions, Islas; 
Otro país.

Escalas africanas; Voces de ultramar, as well as the theoretical essays in the journal 
Atlántica Internacional, my colleagues and I ascertained more than a few points of 
connections between the third-world vocation of Centro Lam and the tri-continental 
remit implemented by the Canarian institution. The names of Orlando Britto Jinorio 
and of the brothers Antonio (RIP) and Octavio Zayas came up naturally in our 
conversations. With their frequent visits, their presences became regular and well-
loved in the streets of Havana.

Art produced in the Caribbean or in its diasporas is going through a phase of vast 
expansion. Like Mieke Bal’s mutating and unfixed travelling concepts, whose 
operative value depends on each individual crossing,11 artists work from constant 
interactions, instabilities, transactions and transformations. Hundreds of them 
persevere in their contexts or produce abroad, to the point of making it a highly 
fraught task to keep track of their works and projects. Worth underscoring is the 
active participation of young talents better equipped thanks to studies in academies 
and institutes in their home countries, the USA and Europe.

And, if this has been possible, it is largely owing to the doors opened to 
contemporaneity by pioneering and visionary artists like Lam—who built a legacy of 
symbolic and cultural correspondences and was a kind of ‘trailblazer’ in his focus 
on true intercultural dialogue—and also to spaces and initiatives like Casa de las 
Américas and Centro Wifredo Lam-Havana Biennial; to the Bienal de Pintura del 
Caribe y Centroamérica de Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic (relaunched in 2010 
for one edition as Trienal Internacional del Caribe), to CAAM and its journal Atlántica 
Internacional, other publications like Third Text and to the voices of scholars, critics 
and curators who have centred their gazes and efforts on the visual arts scene in the 
region, its experiences and perspectives.

11   Mieke Bal. Travelling Concepts in the Humanities, University of Toronto Press, Toronto, 2002.
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THE ONE AND THE DIVERSE. FROM THIS SIDE OF THE ATLANTIC

We are the product of the time and the place in which we live, of the languages in 
which we learned to think and of a collective memory always in the making. What 
moves us, what excites us or causes us fear, what drives or block us, what we see, 
what is cemented by our choices, the moment in which we learn this or that, this is 
what makes us individual.

We travel along a journey that expands from the individual towards others, a path 
often evinced in one of many guises: art, literature, philosophy… We live between the 
one and the diverse, always on the verge of dispersion and prone to the melancholia 
of what no longer is, even when it never was.

Everything that has been done, what has been written about or what has been 
silenced, and everything that is to come, converges in a present that does not 
culminate in complete order, nor in preservation or representation, but simply in a 
continuance of the experience that sustains us. Continuity, duration, or la durée in 
the parlance of Bergsonian philosophy, has to do with choices and with the need to 
see, smell, touch, hear …, and to understand. As this journey unravels, we present 
who we are and what moves us; and also what we are not, which often exerts just as 
much influence as what we possess under the domain of knowledge.

For various reasons, throughout the eighties the individuality and identity-based 
ideas of a culture were upset by dispersion. Identity yielded ground and gave way to 
heteronomy, projection and masking. It was a time that witnessed the reappearance 
of Nietzschean philosophy with “a carnival in the grand style”, the work of Pessoa, 
the death throes of the cultural ‘masks’ that came from Eliot or from Pound, which, 
in the visual arts, recalled classical self-portraits by Giorgio de Chirico or Kazimir 
Malevich. At the time, I addressed these processes in the work of Sherrie Levine and 
of Imi Knoebel.

The unfolding of critical or creative discourse back then had to do, in my way 
of thinking, with dispersion, with the choices of a specifically Canarian cultural 
space that was heavily marked by a vindication of memory—always on the edge 
of falsehood or invention—and by the desire to understand the emergence of the 
contemporary signs of art and culture.
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La durée, that being in a precise moment, turned its eyes to the immediate past 
and to an alterity that called attention to itself with questions and with sudden, 
unexpected and disturbing images: the former conjured an idea of a succession 
of the same in an increasingly less sustainable identity; the latter advocated a 
contemporary alterity no less difficult to safeguard as a unit, as if it did not wish to 
accept its innate tendency to dispersion.

In consequence, the ‘porous identity’ was about to be blown apart so that it could 
listen to what is beyond the limits of a given world, to hear other melodies, other 
peoples, other silences.

In the seventies and eighties in the Canaries, and in many other cultural spaces, the 
return to the avant-garde past was part of a wider quest to provide continuity to its 
practise of creative freedom and risk-taking, but it was generally accepted that it 
was a belated exercise, a scholarly motivated hope for revival, that would not rescue 
utopias from the shadow realm. I am brought to mind of the work of my friend—and 
friend of CAAM—Serge Fauchereau when he recovered the artistic relationships 
Paris-Moscow in the 1979 exhibition at the then recently opened Pompidou Centre. 
Paris-Moscow threw light on an exemplary era of international relations and a 
modern vocation, albeit one difficult to emulate. Some eyes cast even further back in 
time.

Critical judgment, as it were, tried to line up in order the various pieces of a culture 
to insert them within a ‘duration’ with an almost impossible telos: to put creative 
activity back on the rails toward a future rooted in a present of loss, unease and 
tedium.

It was a heroic and also tragic endeavour. At bottom, it was indebted to an academic 
or commercial ambition or to simple nostalgia for a creative universality that 
had been buried beneath the ashes of war, bloc politics, propaganda and media 
manipulation. The desire to regroup what was disperse was at odds with a moment 
that could only live off the ruins of utopias and of a philosophy that had never 
accepted the voices of other cultures as equals. 
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The final onslaught of critical dogmatism cast a shadow on a present that was 
unable to pass through the tattered shreds through which the light of other 
experiences and other questions filtered. Not even the ascending sign of a culture, 
in its last gasps, could reabsorb so much alterity, so many different languages. The 
other, the others, Americans or Africans, had always had their own discourses.

Our insularity, constructed over decades of stubborn affiliation to the ascendant 
modern project, was forged in universalism and aesthetic cosmopolitism; anything 
that struck us as familiar was appropriated: certain ideas on landscape and nature, 
the nostalgia for an origin that would circumvent the tragedy of the conquest and 
would prolong European culture to the Atlantic… It was a parade of heteroclite 
motives from here and there, from the Canaries, Europe and America.

The Canarian journal Gaceta de Arte (1932-1936) was relaunched, now taking 
on board the identity-grounded ideas of the creative forces behind the Cuban 
magazine Orígenes (1944-1956); and other experiences were recovered from the 
contemporary creative ‘tradition’. All this wishful thinking was ultimately an eclectic 
project supported by official and academic institutions or, simply, the sum of various 
personal projects that wished to safeguard an identity already in its death throes.

This was the backdrop against which CAAM came into being in late-1989, under 
the old idea of the museum that would provide room for European and American 
aesthetic concerns, and would be a repository for the best and most select art from 
the islands and internationally. The museum as an enlightened space was also 
the final attempt at cultural reconnection in the twentieth century: as if what was 
sacred and ascendant in an already secularized culture could become a temple to 
consecrate the phantasmal idea of progress.

I followed the exhibitions at CAAM closely, exhibitions like El surrealismo entre 
viejo y nuevo mundo, Gaceta de arte y su época or Forjar el espacio, curated by Juan 
Manuel Bonet, Emmanuel Guigon and Serge Fauchereau; I also attended meetings of 
the journal Atlántica in an advisory capacity.
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For a moment, contemporary expressions’ desire for revival almost seemed possible. 
But the melancholia of the contemporary grew over irreparable cracks, which also 
had their economic and political causes. The dispersion of the present found its way 
in through the fissures in the thinking on which museums were still sustained.

This phenomenon was nor circumscribed to the Canaries. It happened here and 
there. Where didn’t it? The ‘ascendant sign’ of a universal culture with a teleological 
vocation, with its strategies to universalize its power, discovered that its wall were 
cracked. To put it another way: just like Pink Floyd’s The Wall, one could hear the 
sounds of walls being torn down and the invasion of what was outside.

CAAM was founded in December 1989. The Berlin wall fell a month earlier, in 
November 1989. Authoritarian positions, including those born from the spirit of the 
Enlightenment, suffered a similar fate. It was not just the end of an era of beliefs and 
utopias in art, politics and philosophy, but also the twilight of a project that had been 
expanding its horizons ever since the Renaissance. The exhibition Forjar el espacio, 
curated by Serge Fauchereau, already included Mexican, Nigerian and Chinese 
artists and showed that the globalization of contemporary art opened room for other 
voices.

In 1998, coinciding with another exhibition, Islas, curated by Orlando Britto, which 
even further widened the breach of the contemporary discourse towards other 
frequencies of creation, I directed a symposium at CAAM called Las islas extrañas. 
Espacios de la imagen (Strange Islands. Spaces of the Image). The simple inclusion 
of thinking on art, literature and philosophy from an island perspective opened 
manifold paths that ruptured the hierarchical discourse of unity and splintered the 
convictions of the old avant-garde and its theoretical groundbase.

Images were related with other images, ideas with other ideas, individuals with 
fellows who spoke very different languages. Insularity was then expressed in 
a present and in a temporality that were not linear, but revealed in spirals or in 
labyrinths. For the occasion I invited the philosopher Eugenio Trías, who spoke on 
the utopias of the Renaissance as a point of departure for contemporary thinking.
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And while Trías still trusted in a philosophy able to support the structure of a grand 
edifice for understanding the world (which he defined as limits of the world), he now 
did so from the certainty that the contemporary space could only subsist, from an 
ethical perspective, on the frontier.

Here art and discourses began to welcome what was beyond their limits, from other 
cultures and from unknown realms of critical thinking and its hermeneutic tools. 
The philosopher spoke from CAAM of thinking on the frontier. Trías’s philosophy, in 
Spanish, was a belated attempt to listen to what could be heard outside the walls of 
the expansive, constructive universe of the West.

Nonetheless, something could be discerned in CAAM’s symposiums, exhibitions and 
activities; and also in other places: creative activity could be equally intense whether 
you lived in the Canaries or in Mali, in Egypt or in Mozambique, in Santa Catarina 
island or in Latin-American cities, in New Zealand or near Gorée island. It is critical 
mediation that has to come down from its watchtower and relocate itself in the 
midst of a vastness that had been left outside circular and expansive thinking.

In 2009-2010 I was to collaborate again with Orlando Britto—this time not at CAAM—
in a project, Horizontes insulares (Insular Horizons), supported by the Government of 
Spain and the regional government of the Canary Islands which sought to strike up 
a dialogue between creators from different islands. It started out from an impartial 
and non-authoritarian perspective, albeit following in the legacy of the expressive 
freedom of the avant-gardes.

Contemporary art was global by nature, as one could already note in international 
museums, CAAM included, and the dialogue did not override differences, but rather 
underscored them by intertwining disparate languages that could be simultaneous.

Was this a rupture or a sign of the nomadism of forms and the things that motivated 
us, that moved us? Everything could become transfrontier and contiguous.
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Aristocratic critique and its bastions of dogmas and historicist vision were, to my 
way of thinking, definitively under suspicion. The world had too many frontiers, too 
many individuals, too many cultures to only have one single axis of gravity. The 
strategies of universalization of discourse and power, even if they did not vanish, 
left too many places where individuals and their expressions could interrelate from 
difference.

While in the catalogue for Islas I wrote a long essay on insularity, complied later 
in my book Encrucijadas insulares, and if I pinpointed all kinds of communicating 
vessels connecting past and present, expressions in different languages and 
idioms, in Horizontes insulares, with artists and writers from Guadeloupe, Martinique, 
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, Cuba, Azores, Madeira, Cape Verde, the Canaries 
and Réunion, I observed that, beyond specific national histories, the hierarchy 
of dogmatic universality had been broken and disparate sounds were emitted in 
different frequencies, in varying intensities, that only a prejudice-free and non-
academic ear could hear: political, environmental, metaphysical and religious 
discourses with vanguard, ethnographic, artisan, feminist, conceptual and poetic 
nuances. The rising ladder of modern art had been thrown away after reaching 
a globalization imposed by the education of the will, economic exploitation and 
overwhelming power.

The ‘porous identity’ of islands, like a great wall fallen in 1989, revealed that alterity is 
not just a hold-all where you can confine differences to give them some semblance 
of unity.

Back in the 1990s I was not yet conversant with the Whole-World or ‘poetics of 
relation’ concepts Édouard Glissant developed throughout that decade. In my long 
text I did not—now ever will—have his clarity, but after getting beyond authoritarian 
roots and uniformizing concepts, even making use of the concept of the rhizome, 
I climbed down from the watchtower with its perspective of superiority—and its 
surplus value which I had not wished to see. And so, the other is not exorcized nor is 
it exoticized, it simply does away with the idea of a single identity for a culture or an 
individual.
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For a long time, I investigated the avant-gardes, Spanish exiles in Mexico, Latin-
American literature (El hijo pródigo y los exiliados españoles, En torno al casticismo. 
Los exiliados españoles, Desde otro mar. Escritores ecuatorianos contemporáneos); 
I wrote fragments and aphorisms related with art and philosophy (Parada para salir 
al campo, Pasajes y partidas) and I spoke about ‘Babelization’ and authoritarianism 
in the Renaissance origins of modernity (Los hijos de Nembrot. Babel y los escritores 
del Siglo de Oro); I also penned poems and short stories (Hendiduras sin nombre, La 
hoja seca, La cámara oscura) and dedicated many essays to avant-garde American 
and European artists, or to others closer in time (Moradas del intérprete, De cómo 
se ahuyentaba el silencio. Escritos de arte). But my curiosity and the foundation of 
certain ideas led to new perspectives after I discovered the island of Réunion.

I met the Réunionese artist Jack Beng-Thi when the exhibition Islas toured to Seville 
and I met him again in his home island in the Indian Ocean, just before the exhibition 
Horizontes insulares, for which I was an advisor. I returned to Réunion in 2018 when 
I was working on his retrospective for CAAM and Casa África. Thanks to Jack Beng-
Thi and his island, the experience of African and Asian discourses took on eminent 
importance in my thinking and in my writing.

The crossroads of Hindu, Chinese, Malagasy, African, European cultures which 
are visible there, speaks to a ‘poetics of relation’ that radicalizes the reflections of 
Martinicans, Cubans, Dominicans or Puerto Ricans on miscegenation, slavery or 
créolité.

For me, Réunion was removed from melancholia and historicism and, in its duration, 
afforded glimpses of other ways of understanding and expression, other ways 
of dialoguing in coexistence that could not untie the bonds with the places their 
inhabitants came from.

The French state and the French language are dominant here, but its peculiar créolité 
opened incommensurable corridors to which a totalitarian and hierarchical vision 
of cultures could gain no access. It is unquestionably a personal experience, but for 
me it was the final push on judgments of unity and difference: all kinds of lights and 
shadows filtered through the cracks in the wall.
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My identity is as porous and lacking in a centre as the images of culture I handle, 
so interested in others not to be satisfied with what I already know. Identity can 
be intense but it requires displacement and nomadism; it is in the memory that 
each individual carries with them as much as in the things they do not know, and it 
communicates through permanent corridors between areas that could be equalized 
through the simple contact of relationship.

The arrogance of a fissureless identity has been washed down the drain of a 
discourse which is cracked, and often heteronymous, patched with masks from 
diverse origins, with voices, sounds and images far removed from one another.

Or was it a sameness that had spilled over the limits of its closed circle after 
centuries of expansion and greed, a sameness that had wormed its way in from 
outside? And also into my islands?

Ballaké Sissoko or Sonah Jobarteh move from one country to another, in 
expressions of contemporary music, playing the kora, a traditional instrument; 
pieces by Calixte and Theodore Dakpoban made with tins and waste metal give an 
account of Voodoo culture in Benin; with less ritual references, and a fully engaged 
discourse, the Nigerian artist Sokari Douglas Camp dispels clichés on African 
sculpture with works that dialogue with Italian Renaissance artists like Botticelli, like 
in her Three Graces (2015).

The Malian photographer Fatoumata Diabaté combines everyday life and fashion in 
a Pop vein, like her precursor Malick Sisibé, but she also goes further and reverts her 
investigation towards an inner world and speaks of imaginary metamorphoses of 
contemporary culture; I am thinking of her portraits of “Man in Object” and “Man in 
Animal”.

Where is one thing and the other, the disjunction between African art and 
contemporary art, the old avant-garde exoticization of Africa? Many of these artists 
have works in the CAAM collection for some years now.
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Identities come into being in a precise place, they undergo diaspora and 
displacement, the move in all directions, towards the past, towards present 
moments in very different geographies. Identity becomes porous, it dissipates or 
sets out on a journey as duration and labyrinth. To start all over again. To keep on 
living.

From the beginning CAAM opted for what, in principle, is a simple strategy: tri-
continentality. The museum looked to America, Europe and Africa. Atlántica 
also did the same, it also looked to Africa, though at times, like the old Harlem 
Renaissance movement, from positions that are born in America, unfolded in the 
wake of European criticism and its ‘tradition of rupture’, which is to say, under 
the will to reinitiate the ritual of knowledge and access to its objects without 
completely abandoning the attitudes and tools of the past, dominated after so much 
interpretative repetition. Beneath the novelty, the old bone of a way of thinking.

The collection grew with this ability to accept that critical judgment cannot be taken 
from one single cultural shore. Exhibitions like Otro país: escalas africanas (1994), El 
tiempo de África (2000), the aforementioned Islas, and other more recent shows like 
the one dedicated to the Algerian artist Zoulikha Bouabdellah, showed that alterity 
is multiple and is constructed over the passing of time, even when everything is 
provisional.

But what isn’t? “You make the path as you go”, as a famous Spanish poet of 
Bergsonian stock once said. What we choose updates what went before and 
brings it into the present but it also adopts another language, another memory, 
other identities that we had not foreseen. CAAM, which provisionally invented tri-
continentality, when Africa was practically missing from the interests of Canarian 
culture, has opened previously unthinkable corridors.

Who could have told Martín Chirino and his collaborators, who spoke so much about 
all this back in the 1990s, that the African shore was finally going to have such an 
intense presence!

With the lectures and exhibitions and what I have been able to see in the three 
continents, in one and multiple islands, I also rediscovered around this judiciously 
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introduced intercontinental axis, the steps that have led me to the present, between 
choices and dispersions I have no wish to renounce.

In recent times I have written a long poem that would have been impossible to 
write without the traces of African cultures, a poem perhaps provisionally called 
Interrogaciones desde África. Over the last few years, after abandoning the 
increasingly more servile constrictions of academic and university activity, I still 
know very little and am still embroiled in dispersions not far removed from those I 
lived through so many decades ago.

Each choice might be a masking, a persona, sometimes with greater or less style. 
The seductiveness of art, thinking, music, and philosophy lead me from one place to 
another, in all directions, to the past and the present.

Today I can speak with the creators of Portuguese visual poetry from Madeira, 
prepare a retrospective exhibition of the Canarian painter Luis Palmero for TEA 
(Tenerife Espacio de las Artes), continue to ask questions about the photographs by 
Francesca Woodman, the stories by Unika Zürn and the philosophy of Albert Camus, 
perhaps for their relationship with suicides that affect the very context of a culture; 
or investigate the signs of the art and literature of Mozambique.

I let identity continue to empty itself through that which I do not know, towards the 
past or towards places furthest away. It is part of a duration, of a shared durée.

Or I stop to think about Atlántica. The tri-continental shift is after all an alibi of the 
identity of the postcolonial space which has proven highly operative. I imagine that 
Atlántica will continue to make sense and guarantee a presence for the voices of 
one and another continent, near at hand or far away from the modern project and its 
utopias, and it will do so perhaps until the barbarism, economic and political powers, 
completely finish with the Enlightenment, reject individual expression and toss them 
into the catch-all box of fetishism, of that other dispensable alterity.

In this shift one can discern something of the ‘root’ and even the ‘rhizome’ and 
relationality that remains latent in my islands: the native assimilated or annihilated 
by European culture, the archaeological and anthropological memory that still poses 
questions, or the enigmas of all those who have brought their durations with them to 
these islands.
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CAAM has also passed through there with the artist Teresa Correa. The bones in the 
Museo Canario can also be linked with other museums and other memorials.

I am brought to mind of the skulls with the names and dates of their owners, 
accompanied by drawings with flowers, in the Hallstätter Beinhaus museum in 
Austria; I am thinking of the numbered skulls archived according to old anthropology 
at Museo Canario which caused such a deep impression on the Réunionese artist 
Migline Paroumanou; and, above all, I recall the anonymous skulls and bones of 
the Tutsis in the Catholic church in Nyamata, Rwanda, and in the exhibition of the 
clothing of those who perished there.

The corridors between places are wide, as too are the borders of creation, 
acknowledgment and interpretation.

Perhaps because the Canaries is a postcolonial and insular place, the journal 
Atlántica can situate itself anywhere, in any geography or cultural space, because our 
duration wavers between curiosity, a fear of acknowledging our gaps and the desire 
to know. In any case, artistic creation and cultural production always have a longer 
duration and greater density than we had thought.

We only have to give them time for them to express themselves. We only have to 
start out from a certain point, from an island, a culture, a people, an object, graffiti on 
a wall, doodles, a word, a microscopic cell, or genes, like the Venezuelan artist Nela 
Ochoa.

I hope, nonetheless, that not everything will be hard intellectual bone—like these 
lines, I’m afraid—and that, similar to my bestiary Animales impuros and meetings 
with friends, we will also have a good sense of humour, which in the end is probably 
the best and quickest way straight to the heart of knowledge and an encounter 
with others. I am not sure whether art and creation can survive without a positive 
affirmation of life that eschews pure understanding and arouses empathy.
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IT'S A LONG WAY

Canto one

I am a granddaughter of the diaspora and my own personal path is also defined by a 
series of migrations.

I started out very early in the world of art thanks to an upbringing that encouraged 
reading and a love of music, an abiding presence in my life that encompasses 
everything from jazz to popular Brazilian music. 

More than class privilege, I would assign this to the unquenchable thirst for 
knowledge of my parents, who belonged to the first generation to gain access 
to third-level education. This fact, coupled perhaps with a lack of any religious 
inclination, explains why art and culture became my creed. In addition, having 
an artist in the family meant that I often went to see exhibitions with my parents. 
From the back of my mind, I can still dredge up the odd visual memories of these 
experiences spent in galleries and museums.

I remember that decades later, thanks to an invitation from the Zurich-based Daros 
Latin America Collection, I met the Argentinian artist Julio Le Parc with the purpose 
of penning a critical essay on his exhibition there. 

At the entrance to the show, they had placed his work Continuel lumière, a mobile 
with rotating steel discs that reflected and dispersed the light on the surrounding 
walls into a kind of unsettled constellation. 

It produced a sensation of dejà vu that immediately transported me back to the 
magical moment when I saw it for the first time as a child, an epiphany that I often 
think marked my fate. My aunt was a member of the group of Pop artists associated 
with Instituto Di Tella, a vanguard movement on which much has been written and 
which, under the ominous shadow of military juntas and a perpetual state of social 
collapse, produced an irreverent, transgressive southern-hemisphere version very 
different from its hegemonic counterparts. 
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As also happened with Conceptualism, our version of Pop was suffused with the 
revolutionary spirit that spread throughout the region in the aftermath of the Cuban 
revolution.

As a grownup, carrying with me the seed of that experience and spurred on by a 
brutal dictatorship that seemed as if it would never end, I emigrated to Europe, 
setting out on an unconscious return to the land of my paternal grandparents and 
to a diasporic existence that, perhaps owing to youth’s lack of perspective, I never 
suspected would become a permanent state.

The art path I travelled along in Barcelona and later in London lead me to specialize 
in what is called Latin American art, though I have to admit that, initially the very 
idea of Latin America raised more questions than certainties. In the 1980s and 90s, 
travelling around the world was the privilege of a few, and that included moving 
between countries in the vast continent of America. 

That being said, this restriction was not simply a case of geographical or economic 
factors but was also conditioned by a colonial predisposition that was still a long 
way from being ‘post’. When we went in search of the meccas of art, our Western-
Christian education conditioned us to travel to Europe, and it was less frequent to 
seek cultural exchanges with countries in one’s own region and even the desire to 
meet our neighbours. 

Additionally, learning European art history was considered a necessary step to 
reach the scholarly enlightenment that would raise us above our internalised 
underdevelopment. Such perception still includes the ways of being in the world of 
indigenous peoples and Afro-descendants, as it had been learned straight from the 
mouth of the invaders and later passed down from generation to generation over the 
course of four centuries.

Broadly speaking, the civilizing enterprise of colonial empires might present 
individual variations depending on the historical moment in which they took place, 
but they all share a common denominator: their legacy is a wound.
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Colonization imposed itself doubly: by physically occupying the land of others and 
by implementing a self-proclaimed education and evangelizing mission to replace 
the languages and spirituality of first nation peoples in order to erase all signs of 
sovereignty. Everyone knows that the concepts of ‘Indian’ and ‘Latin America’ are the 
result of gross mistakes and have been destabilized by a body of decolonial thought 
that has arisen in the continent in recent decades.

Emil Keme and Adam Coon1 call the hemisphere Abiayala, a word from the Guna 
language used widely in academia and in the social realm. The authors argue that 
at the time of the first contact with the European colonial empire there were around 
2000 cultures in Abiayala with a multiplicity of customs, languages and worldviews.

I met Emil Keme and a group of researchers from Abiayala in 2019 in Aotearoa New 
Zealand, where I had the privilege to attend the conference organized by NAISA2 at 
the University of Waikato. 

In his paper, the issues of remembering and being a subject of history, based on 
the writings of Fausto Reinaga, resonated with a statement pronounced at the 
opening of the panel: “For us, colonization means the loss of time”. Throughout 
the conference, in papers from different peoples of the world, this narrative of 
dispossession was debated as a discursive recourse of the oppressor and their 
frequent instrument, anthropology.

Most of the international scholars underscored the threat of extinction of species 
and the collapse of the environment, which reverberated throughout the conference 
like a basso continuo in all the debates.

In one of the panels, I heard the following reflection:
“we have to advance with self-determination and sustainability at the same time, 
recovering the role of other species in the Anthropocene, with environmental 
focuses that include not just humans. Binary human-nonhuman positions have been 
overcome. It is a shift to multi-species posthumanism.”3

1  Emil Keme, Adam Coon, “For Abiayala to Live the Americas Must Die: Toward a Transhemispheric Indigeneity”, Native  
 American and Indigenous Studies, Volume 5, Issue 1, Spring 2018, pp.42-68 (article), University of Minnesota Press.

2  Native American and Indigenous Studies Association.

3  Dana Powell, Appalachian State University, “Beyond the Human? Working the intersections of NAIS,  
 Political Ecology and Posthumanism”, panel 28 June 2019, University of Waikato, Aotearoa NZ.
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The legacy of anthropocentrism that led to the emergence of modernity has left 
us with the mistaken perception of the evolution of peoples subject to an idea of 
development and Western-Christian civilization whose imperial strategy was the 
exploitation of resources. In essence, it is an extractivist and genocidal narrative 
based on the racism that continues dictating economic activity in the present. 

One thing is clear: much like the subsequent theory of evolution, both schema 
exemplify a warlike exegesis. The same goes for the so-called advance of our 
species’ technological achievements: an idea that historically celebrated the benefits 
of the atomic bomb, and which continues to promote the genetic manipulation of 
seeds.

I believe that the problem of the idea of progress is its excessive self-belief, its lack 
of humility. But not everything is lost: we know that nature possesses the cure as 
well as the illness as it is proven by plants, which grow surrounded by others that 
protect them and provide them with nourishment.

Canto two

We share with trees a sign of individuality: our fingerprints resemble the rings 
inscribed at the heart of a tree trunk, which record its phases of growth. We are 
water, we are fire and we are also stardust that our bodies shed every day, returning 
to the Earth. 

If, in the light of these coincidences there are still any doubts about our belonging to 
a larger schema than our anthropocentric ego, there is abundant evidence that we 
are part of a complex web of life. 

Just as our cells store the DNA and psychic-emotional substance of our ancestors, 
the physical principles that keep planet Earth in balance directly condition our well-
being.

The Mâori language contains a concept that defines this connection: whakapapa. 
Given that it is a contextual language, the word, which could be translated literally 
as ‘genealogy’, also means lines of descent enumerated in the correct order. In 
Mâori society genealogy is elementary insofar as it determines sovereignty, land and 
fishing rights, kinship and status. 
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It is verbally declared at the opening of meetings, community events and, generally, 
most public acts in Aotearoa New Zealand. It is a way of recalling that the earth, sky, 
oceans, rivers, minerals, plants, animals and humans sustain us and that we are 
bound to them in an interdependent relationship.

Accordingly, all these elements are connected by whakapapa while, at once, each 
part preserves its individuality and a specific place in the whole.

Through the word or pepeha the ways of the elders are expressed, encapsulating 
a value system that connects the individual with the environment and with the 
community. During the years I lived in Auckland and as a result of my work with Te 
Tuhi, I learned to open each exhibition and event in my programme with pepeha, in 
accordance with protocol. 

The experience of fulfilling this etiquette was profound, anchoring me to a sense of 
belonging that goes beyond subjectivity by defining me in relation. 

The order of my statement enumerates my kinship with my ocean, my river, my 
mountain, my family context, the place where I was born and the place where I live 
and ends with my name. In itself, this simple inversion of values opened my eyes to 
the limitation—and profound isolation—of the individual disconnected from their land 
and their community environment.

Ko Atlántico te moana, ko Río de la Plata te awa, ko Andes te maunga, ko Argentina te 
iwi, ko Salgado Orfeo te tângata, kei Tâmaki Makau rau ahau e noho ana, Nô Gabriela 
Salgado ahau.

In the face of this unavoidable evidence, how can we possibly afford to define an 
interest in safeguarding the ecosystem as class privilege, as a passing intellectual 
concern? 

The unbridled greed of some and the ineffective politics of others does not 
recognize that over the last two centuries humankind has been advancing its own 
extinction and dragging with it all surrounding forms of life.
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I write these words against the backdrop of growing outcry from various social 
movements which announce the end of paradigms, calling for responsibility 
from rulers, and demanding inalienable rights against inherited violence and 
marginalization.

Nevertheless, though globalized and magnified by the hyper-visibility enabled by 
technology, this struggle is not new. Contrary to the poetic premonitions of Gil Scott-
Heron, what we are facing is a simultaneity of televised revolutions broadcast live 
and endlessly reproduced on social media. 

With evident echoes of the anticolonial revolutions of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries and the civil rights movements of human groups all over the planet, the 
recent waves of protest have swollen like a call for an end to multiple forms of 
violence: against racism, ecocide and femicide, the latter led, among others, by the 
granddaughters of feminism.

Overturning a model of power based on the control of mass media, today the 
masses control not only the demands, but also lay down the terms of payment for 
outstanding debts.

As if the time machine were accelerating, this chaotic state unfolding before our very 
eyes discloses the long chain of errors that defines our era. Plain and simple, what 
we are witnessing is the slow suicide of a paradigm that started with the European 
colonial expansion in the fifteenth century and its final death throes.

LATIN AMERICA, AFRICA AND OCEANIA

As a result of a process of research that led me to work in Africa over the last 
ten years, I found myself face to face with another southern hemisphere where I 
was welcomed with sincere familiarity. Basing myself on historical relationships 
between our continents, I began a series of artist exchanges called ‘Transatlantic 
Connections’, which took place between 2010 and 2015.
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This experience radically transformed my outlook in relation to artistic genealogies 
and their influences. The contemporary art and culture of Africa and its ancient 
form of futurism encouraged me to explore curatorial narratives underpinned by the 
theoretical framework of the so-called decolonial shift that dynamically migrated 
from academia to the art scene charged with reparative potential.

When I arrived in Aotearoa in 2017 my intention was to understand the particular 
symptoms of coloniality in that remote place in the south of the Pacific Ocean. 
Among its intellectuals and artists, I discerned signs of an idiosyncratic epistemic 
disobedience, as Mignolo would put it, that encouraged me to establish dialogues 
with their counterparts in other parts of the southern hemisphere.

In August 2019, in a conversation promoted by the University of Auckland, I 
managed to bring together the renowned Mâori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith, author 
of “Decolonising Methodologies, Research and Indigenous Peoples” and Walter 
Mignolo during his visit to Aotearoa.4 Part of this conversation focused on the 
problematic relationship of research into coloniality from academia, defined as a 
Western model of learning that excludes other knowledge systems. In this regard, 
Aníbal Quijano’s concept of disconnection, inspired by the sociologist Samir Amin, 
conjures an epistemic disobedience when affirming that you cannot untie yourself 
from capitalism without untying yourself from the system of knowledge that justifies, 
organizes and legitimizes it. 

One of the most telling assertions in this framework was a comment by Linda 
Tuhiwai Smith on the urgency of restoring the love of being indigenous which 
coloniality extirpated from peoples when showing them to scorn their own language, 
their own social organizations and to hate themselves.

In response to the question on current calls for European countries to repatriate 
objects to ex-colonies, Tuhiwai Smith recommended foregrounding the restoration 
of relationships of sacred objects with the community over the recovering of the 
object in itself, given that recovering and reconstructing an object as it was before it 
was ripped from its context is impossible, as that said context no longer exists. She 
elaborated on the idea of the reconstruction of the logic that reconnects people with 
their sacred objects, determined by the community’s current ways of doing things.

4  https://vimeo.com/356752108

https://www.artsail.info/gallery-3
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Therefore, in order to restore an object that has been in a European museum for 
centuries, one first needs to invoke the knowledge system of its creators.

She concluded that repatriating cultural and artistic objects is to repatriate 
relationships and is an exercise similar to welcoming a family member with whom 
you had lost contact. 

The relationship is an epistemological question of great significance, given that in 
the Mâori worldview the division between objects, other species and humans is not 
based on hierarchies, with all of them being relatives in a network of affect.

EYES THAT SEND LIGHT FROM THE SOUTH

Among the exhibitions I conceived for Te Tuhi there was one in particular that 
focused on artistic intersections from South to South, “From where I stand, my 
eye will send a light to you in the North”, in 2018. Borrowing the title from a 
performance by Otobong Nkanga at Tate Modern, the exhibition revolved around 
Social Consequences, a series of paintings on paper by the Nigerian artist exhibited 
in a display case at the centre of the space. As if it were a root, the gaze constructed 
in this specific South propagated like a rhizome from Africa to dialogue with 
similar processes of colonization, migration and oppression contained in the works 
contributed by another nine artists.5

The extraordinary series Social Consequences creates visual connections between 
the land, its minerals and plants with human bodies. Joined by painted red threads, 
the fragments of the bodies produce a metamorphosis by fracture, pressure and 
extraction, actions executed by arms like mechanical diggers dancing a sinister 
choreography. 

The titles of the images reveal the shadow of economic discrepancy between 
countries from which valuable raw materials are sourced and their poverty: 
Entangled, Endangered Species, Seize all you can, Wastescape, The Overflow afford 
us visual metaphors of the toxic processes of land exploitation.

5  Artists: John Akomfrah; Fernando Arias; Regina José Galindo; Kiluanji Kia Henda; Runo Lagomarsino;  
 Sarah Munro; Otobong Nkanga; Siliga David Setoga; Jasmine Togo-Brisby and Jian Jun Xi.
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John Akomfrah’s magnificent film work Tropikos framed the historical circumstance 
of the rise of capitalism and the slave industry within the British crown’s overseas 
explorations.

In another room, the extreme vulnerability of Regina José Galindo’s tiny body is 
pitted in a silent duel against a gigantic digger in the performance Tierra/Earth from 
2013, depicting the artist gradually isolated on an insignificant island of soil beneath 
her feet.

Through calls for visibility, questionings of sovereignty and neo-colonial dystopias 
that disclose the absurd, the artists in the exhibition raised their voices against the 
supremacist perspective from numerous places in the world.

Canto three

Nature strikes back: Covid19. The global disaster unleashed by the pandemic 
currently afflicting us also affords us several opportunities, including the possibility 
of changing our habits, particularly the toxicity of indiscriminate consumption.

If, as we have said before, imperial actions based on the idea of progress imposed 
on other lands and communities endemic and irreversible food shortages, 
dispossession and illnesses, this 21st-century pandemic is also rooted in misguided 
ways of living. 

We ought to recall that when antibiotics were invented in 1929, science believed 
that it had conquered the final barrier to make us indestructible. However, with the 
passing of time it was proven that the misuse of these very same antibiotics in 
livestock breeding led to highly infectious diseases when they entered into the food 
chain.

Over the last two hundred years the world population has multiplied by eight and 
is headed towards an uncertain situation whose panacea of modernity—while it 
facilitated advances in health, movement and efficiency thanks to new technologies—
has produced alarming amnesia and disconnection. 
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We have moved so far away from an understanding of the world that we are 
constantly destroying it, whether due to greed—as in the case of the uncontrolled 
exploitation of natural resources—or simple negligence.

On 18 March 2020 I began my first lockdown in Aotearoa New Zealand and the 
year that is now drawing to a close finds me trapped again in another lockdown 
in London. Since then, the combination of the global pandemic and the clamour 
of freedom movements is prompting an unprecedented settling of scores that 
challenges the illusory normality in which we used to live.

White supremacy is hotly contested, and the resistance movements that have arisen 
in the indigenous world and the African diasporas are amplified with unprecedented 
participation. And the foundations of inequity and monoculture are also being 
rocked in the world of art and culture.

The challenge is to generate a liberating thought that goes beyond simply 
acknowledging historical absences and activates actions of participation and affect. 
It will take us time, but the struggle continues.

Os olhos da cobra verde
Hoje foi que arreparei
Se arreparasse a mais tempo
Não amava quem amei
It's a long way
It's a long, it's a long way
It's a long, long, long
It's a long way6

6  “The eyes of the green snake / I saw only today / Had I seen them before / I wouldn’t have loved / the one  
 I loved”. Lyrics from Caetano Veloso’s song “It’s a Long Way”, recorded in 1972 during his exile in London.
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IMAGINE YOU ARE IN A MUSEUM; WHAT DO YOU HEAR?

“Imagine you are in a museum; what do you hear?1”: this is the title of a sound piece 
by the South African artist Bhavisha Panchia that will be broadcast online in a few 
days by Les Abattoirs, Museum - Frac Occitanie Toulouse, the establishment of 
which I am lucky enough to be the director. 

Alongside a second piece installed in the exhibition area2, she goes on the search for 
a potential audience on social media with the hope of reaching those close to and 
far from the museum, whatever the reason for this distance, thanks to the content 
and mode of broadcast. This perspective of approach also emerges from the way 
in which the artist has combined, linked, brought together and created collisions 
between the historical and contemporary sound archives that she has collected and 
selected. 

Therein, the artist digs up buried voices, words and music. More than just 
associations, they are dissonances that spring up from these assemblies, which in 
turn give rise to new senses that pave the way to alternative ways of listening. 

In another way, this work surely pursues the now well-known history of the 
political and aesthetic power of the montage. During the First World War, the Dada 
movement invented the photomontage in response to the absurdity of war and the 
failure of culture to prevent it, thereby founding the protest potential in art of what 
situationists called détournement3.

Directly extracting pieces of reality from any medium to include them in a piece, 
from prints and photos to films and videos, and even virtual material nowadays, 
would be a means if not to reconcile art and life, then at least to objectify the world. 

1  This sound work by Bhavisha Panchia, from 2020, was presented as part of the Traits d'union.s public programme at Manifiesta 13,  
 Marseille. It was reproduced as part of the Sommet de Septembre festival organized by Les Abattoirs and co-directed by Missla Lib 
 sekal and Annabelle Ténèze with the support of Evelyne Toussaint “Créer les archives de l’art. Il était une fois, il sera une fois. Le   
 contexte africain contemporain,” 17-18 March 2021.

2  Nothing to Commit Records, 2020, est présentée dans l’exposition Au-delà des apparences. Il était une fois, il sera une fois, 15 
 décembre-31 mai 2020 qui rassemble 8 artistes africaines.

3  Guy-Ernest Debord, Gil J. Wolman, « Mode d'emploi du détournement », Les lèvres nues, n°8, mai 1956.
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When developed as an “anthology”, an assembly combines both the radical and 
disruptive power of cut and paste and the force of research work: collecting archives, 
analysing them, creating a long-term collection, such as the “atlas4”, Bhavisha 
Panchia’s proposal that integrates the double dimension of time — both of the 
archives and of the sound piece’s means of writing and listening to time.

Both in continuity and in a break with the encyclopaedic method, “knowledge 
through montage5” also makes it possible to escape from codified orders to, in 
return, “exhibit the disorder6” of the world. Because listening, just like watching, is 
learnt, and this deconstruction-reconstruction of the piece in Bhavisha Panchia’s 
compilation emphasizes the history of the sounds, their geopolitical and ideological 
implications, more precisely in this case the connection between the museum and 
colonial history.

By questioning the materials of history, she offers a glimpse of the world in pieces 
and by pieces, in a reordered disorder that could be more significant than a linear 
presentation of history, giving greater access to stories thanks to “evidence through 
art7”. 

Juggling her work as a researcher, producer, curator and artist, Bhavisha Panchia is 
an “artist-researcher” — a figure that plays an essential role in our institutions. 

By calling into question the very authority of discourse on art and material and 
non-material culture, she shines a light on the issues of authority, of visibility 
and invisibility, of possession and dispossession, which echo those faced by the 
museum to which she offers a revealing mise en abyme through her art.

4  Georges Didi-Huberman, Atlas ou le gai savoir inquiet. L’œil de l’histoire, 3, Paris, Les Éditions de Minuit, 2011, 382 p.

5  Thomas Golsenne, « La connaissance par montage », Acta fabula, vol. 14, n° 2, février 2013.

6  See Georges Didi-Huberman, op. cit.

7  Evelyne Toussaint (dir.), Postcolonial/décolonial. La preuve par l’art, Toulouse, PUM/Les Abattoirs, 2021. Prologue by Annabelle 
 Ténèze, epilogue by Zahia Rahmani. Compilation of postcolonial/decolonial contributions from three annual journals, organized
 jointly by Les Abattoirs and Université Toulouse Jean Jaurès between 2016 and 2018.
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Who do we hear and who do we not hear there? Who would we like to hear in a 
museum? Who may still speak that we have not yet heard? What modernities can 
we hear? What modernities would we like to hear? How can we welcome and make 
all the voices heard there, without forgetting the specific context of historical and 
research work, to undertake a complex yet serene dialogue that can let all the 
possible nuances shine through? Where do the words come from? How are they 
transmitted? 

By bringing possible voices together on the same level, she also gives the floor and 
an audience, by contrast, to those who do not usually find a place for their words 
and puts forward ways of establishing new links thanks to the “poetics of relation”8, 
which do not ignore or take pleasure or discomfort in what they can cause. 

Since their appearance and gradually over the course of their not-so-longstanding 
history of just a few centuries, art spaces and museums have sought to define 
themselves, conceiving successive models9. Recently, they have begun to face their 
own paradoxes. Museums, which were built as places to promote knowledge of 
the world by preserving the exceptional, the beautiful, the rare or the representative, 
have omitted large parts thereof due to their inherited classifications, thereby failing 
to represent “the world in its entirety10.” 

In spite of the desire to explore, a universalist and humanist ambition, the way 
of thinking about the world in a museum is ultimately restricted and viewed 
through the prism of the place of origin, in the light of the societal model that 
created the museum — i.e., originally Western, generally masculine, predominantly 
heteronomous and physically able.

8  Édouard Glissant, Treatise on the Whole-World (trans. Celia Britton), Liverpool, Liverpool University Press, 2020: “And I call Poetics of Relation  
 this possibility of the imagination that leads  us to conceive of the elusive ‘worldness’ of such a Chaos-World, at the same time as it allows  
 us to pick some detail from it, and in particular to sing the praises of our place, unfathomable and irreversible. Imagination is not a dream, 
 or the  emptiness of an illusion.”

9  Citing, among others, the temple-museum, the laboratory-museum, the forum-museum or the workshop-museum, etc.

10  Édouard Glissant, op. cit.: “I call Chaos-World the current clash of so many cultures set ablaze, pushing each other away, disappearing, but still  
 persisting, sleeping or transforming themselves, slowly or at lightning speed: these bursts, these explosions whose principle or economy we  
 have not yet begun to understand, and whose trajectory we cannot predict. The Whole-World, which is totalizing, is not (for us) total.”
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Nonetheless, all museums—from natural history museums, antique museums 
and museums about society to fine arts museums, including the more recent 
contemporary art museums—have proven their worth both as tools to preserve 
and transmit knowledge and as spaces for sharing and discovery, and evidently as 
generators of emotions, delight and pleasure. 

How can we bring these two realities closer together? How can we understand 
pieces and knowledge in order to better transmit and share them? How can we 
transmit and challenge them to better respond to current social questions and 
include everyone while also conserving their diversity, difference and history, all 
working together? 

Institutions mainly seek to hear in order to make other voices heard, the forgotten, 
misunderstood, not yet translated, quiet and fragile voices. At the same time, they 
also aim to adjust their own voices and words in a complementary movement, in a 
new polyphony, perhaps in a new gentleness; in any case, to not ignore the voices 
that are raised. 

To change the way we speak, we must also learn new languages and adjust the 
way we express ourselves. Many terms are used to refer to this revolution in 
perspective and speech, which was undertaken several years ago and will continue 
for some time: “decentralisation”, “globalisation”, “gender studies”, “diversity”, 
“intersectionality”, etc., without forgetting the complex realities evoked by the terms 
“postcolonial” and “decolonial”. These words do not have the same history and do 
not cover the same realities, in accordance with the different geographic and cultural 
areas. 

How can we put these discourses into perspective while also consolidating them 
and opening up new, plural and different ones? Many other fields of study also have 
a place alongside art in our institutions. These questions raised by postcolonial, 
gender, sociological, philosophical, anthropological, economic, psychiatric, legal, 
or even environmental studies—related to history and art history, of course—are 
constantly with us. 
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For institutions, the challenge is knowing how to draw responses from these studies 
and integrate them into daily life, not just theoretically but in concrete terms. Beyond 
the different definitions of the museum, its place is characterised as a meeting point 
for both works and people, but also as a place of diffusion. 

Institutions that make their voice heard in the public space must also take care of 
the voices collected, conserve them, protect them and contextualise them through 
the accuracy of research and solid mediation and theoretical analysis tools, all 
without raising a voice in the polemic. 

Currently, in the midst of the pandemic and while Les Abattoirs is closed and 
virtually empty due to the health situation, broadcasting Bhavisha Panchia’s piece 
also appears to be a paradox and a response to the silence that has enveloped the 
exhibition spaces by means of the artist’s voice and poetry. We now only rarely hear 
the voices and sounds that we should normally hear in this space. The voices of 
those that normally inhabit the museum have disappeared, the voices of the teams 
that bring it to life, of those that inhabit it from time to time or regularly such as 
visitors of all ages, groups of children, groups of friends, families, couples, or those 
that visit alone.

Of course, we cannot forget the people for whom the museum is a home, a place of 
production and diffusion, a meeting point: not only visual artists, but also all those 
that come to meet them, musicians, actors, dancers, etc. The sound of activities, 
exchanges, films and video pieces normally overlap with these voices; under normal 
circumstances, a contemporary art museum is never silent. 

We hope that this current and circumstantial silence will be as short as possible. 
To make the museum first and foremost the institution of artists and the public, 
we must make it a meeting point. A place for speaking, discussion and exchange 
regarding what we see for art professionals, regulars or first-time visitors regardless 
of their age, gender or origin, as well as for those who are unaware of this place’s 
very existence. 
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The museum must be capable of awakening everyone’s awareness of art, the reality 
that art is to be shared by and belongs to us all in terms of knowledge, appreciation 
and practice, and even more so for those who lack or have lost their confidence. 

If we try to break the current silence through digital broadcasts of voices and 
animated images or through writing, this means should not make us lose sight of 
the fact that voices come from all around and a museum’s challenge is to echo 
them. 

Which voices do we or should we hear when we move around a museum? Which 
voices do we hear when we encounter the pieces, documents and archives? It is also 
important to not just question what we will display or see, but also what the person 
that visits the institution will hear and therefore understand. 

Staying with the metaphor of sound, it is about looking in a more attentive and 
different manner to better discover and understand even whispered sounds, to leave 
space for polysemy and linguistic diversity on the tape. The museum—extended to 
include all spaces of art, culture and research—must take on the role of a “sound 
box”; it must keep subdued, complementary and clashing associations alive and 
even accentuate them so that it both conserves and echoes outside debates in an 
open, protected and free space. 

It must also be an “amplifier of life”, of intensified humanity and knowledge, of 
emotions, of both anger and reassurance, of both calm and revolt, of both joy and 
sadness, the entire compiled and accepted spectrum. 

The museum—of which we do ask a lot, but of which we must ask a lot as a public 
service—can indeed become an amplifier of knowledge and feelings in everyday life 
and in the long term, a space that is protected and open to all discussions without 
taboo. In short, to create art like we create society. 

Despite the scope of this task, we must also be sufficiently modest to consider that 
it is in progress, that we are learning and experimenting, that space and time are our 
partners in this reflection.
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The words Le temps d’une rencontre ou pour toujours [The duration of an 
encounter,or forever] adorn the walls of Les Abattoirs along the library façade, which 
is a public space visible from the street. 

These illuminated words state that we take what we discover with us, and that 
this shapes us. This piece is part of a project conceived and produced for our 
institution by Joël Andrianomearisoa in 2017. Since this time, the artist, the team 
at Les Abattoirs and I have been leading a long-term project with the common 
thread of reflection on the limits of art and the museum or, more precisely, how to 
question and exceed these limits. Conceived as a global project, the first stage was 
Sentimental Products by Joël Andrianomearisoa, a piece that evolved over the course 
of the exhibition and the accompanying events. 

At the beginning it was an installation, a real fake shop where everyday objects 
(found or ludicrous objects, exclusive creations, ready-made items, etc.)—always 
selected by the Madagascan artist—were created or distorted by their titles, but 
always for their sentimental value. This installation, completed with posters, 
creations on social media and a “Sentimental Party” held on Valentine’s Day, was 
certainly more fully executed by the dispersal of the Boutique sentimentale on the 
last two days of the exhibition. 

In other words, the boutique’s appearance finally became a reality when everyone, 
in advance or by chance during their visit, could buy one of the sentimental objects 
for a modest price. “Even if the objects are not free, the sentiments are” and the 
elements of the initial project thereby continue their life of exhibition in the private 
lives of visitors, who sometimes became collectors without knowing it. 

On the contrary, the dessert inédit, which was black like a large part of the artist’s 
piece and conceived alongside the team of the restaurant at Les Abattoirs, only 
existed during the specific exhibition dates. It was both this time frame and the 
unprecedented visual and gustatory creation of this dessert that moved it into the 
field of art, and even into the very history of art and cuisine when the creator of Eat 
Art, Daniel Spoerri11, ordered and ate it.  

11  Daniel Spoerri: A table aux Abattoirs. Daniel Spoerri Eats at Les Abattoirs, Milan, Fondazione Mudima; Toulouse, Les Abattoirs, 2017.
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The Madagascan artist also invited visitors and the team from Les Abattoirs to 
look at the museum differently, to see all its spaces as potential art spaces from 
the restaurant to the bookshop, including the courtyards and even the city’s streets, 
giving sense and words to the establishment’s forgotten spaces from the staircases 
and the reception area to the lifts, including the toilets. Through his poetry affixed 
to the walls, through his love letters slipped into library books, he took us on a 
sentimental and artistic treasure hunt, leaving traces of his visit that have not since 
been erased.

This long-term dialogue that overcame the usual time-related and geographical 
constraints of display or exhibition continued in the following years with a navigating 
piece aboard a barge, interventions in a department store window, an installation in 
a castle, etc. 

To this, we can add the support of Les Abattoirs for the Madagascar Pavilion in 
the Venice Biennial in 2019 by Joël Andrianomearisoa, the only addition in the 
standard field of art yet just as unprecedented since this country had not previously 
participated in this event. In 2021 in just a few months’ time, a project in the airport 
of Toulouse will represent the next stage of this questioning of the time and space 
of the museum, as well as of the necessary understanding or labelling of a creation 
as a “piece” in its mediation. 

For example, it is questionable whether many of the people that saw the “barge-
piece” sailing on the Canal du Midi realised that they were looking at a proposal of 
a museum. Does this change their experience and their relationship with the poetry 
and physical form that they discovered? 

“Act in your local area, think of the entire world12”: few sentences summarise our current 
social challenges, especially those affecting our cultural institutions, as well and as 
accurately as this quote from Édouard Glissant. 

12  Edouard Glissant, Philosophie de la relation, Paris, Gallimard, 2009, p. 46.
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How can we reconcile the history of a place, of a collection, and turn this anchor into a 
strength all while deconstructing this history? How can we ensure that the people who have 
not always been welcomed by these places participate in them? How can we think of our 
local area while acting in the entire world, particularly within modern and contemporary 
art museums that mix both history and the present, and also aim to contribute to the 
future? How can we think globally within the museum and make the world therein?  Surely 
by letting the world into the museum and by leaving it, in a double movement, by playing 
with the range of actions permitted in the current circumstances faced by Les Abattoirs 
due to the double mission of two institutions fused into one: a museum and a regional 
contemporary art collection (FRAC). 

Surely also by recalling the fundamental principles of the museum, which mixes science, 
knowledge, perspectives and emotions without any form of hierarchy. 

Being an amplifier of life also means converging with people’s daily lives, in their 
personal, family and collective history from the past and present, and also bringing 
territories together; that is to say, acting both within and outside of the museum, in 
an inside-outside that is certainly the world, but also a set of spaces. 

Acting in one’s local area also means being sensitive to the history of the people 
surrounding the museum’s history. This involves rethinking the content and format 
of projects. The responses to be given are surely related to the artistic and scientific 
content and the formats of the project, as well as the manner of exchanging with the 
public.

In 2019, Picasso and the Exodus. A Spanish History of Art in Resistance13 was the 
first exhibition to explore the link between Picasso and exile and the consequences 
of the Spanish Civil War in the very long term. 

It highlighted that Pablo Picasso, who settled in Paris in 1900, went from economic 
migrant to political exile when he could no longer return to Spain, and then made the 
symbolic and political choice to never return. Thanks to considerable archival work, 
it also analyses the personal, artistic and historical upheaval that he shared with 
several of his artist contemporaries and an entire population. 

13  Exhibition at Les Abattoirs, 15 March - 25 August 2019, as part of the Picasso-Méditerranée programme launched by Musée national  
 Picasso-Paris for the 80th anniversary of La Retirada. Curated by: Emilie Bouvard, Géraldine Mercier, Valentin Rodriguez, Annabelle  
 Ténèze.
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Starting, of course, in 1937—one year after the start of the Spanish Civil War and 
while he was working on Guernica for the Spanish Pavilion at the International 
Exhibition in Paris—the exhibition also focuses on the end of the war in 1939 
when 500,000 Spaniards crossed the Pyrenees before moving into refugee camps 
with abominable living conditions. It recalls how, after the Second World War, the 
continuity of the Spanish situation strengthened Picasso’s political engagement 
against Francoism and for peace both in his art and his support for Spanish exiles, 
particularly artists.

Picasso was surrounded by more than forty of his contemporaries—artists in exile, 
not only Spaniards but also people who were close to and supported him14—and we 
were reminded that his artist nephews J.Fín (Josefin Vilató) and Javier Vilató also 
spent time in internment camps. 

It also evoked artists that created while detained in a refugee camp or while working 
there as a nurse such as the photographer Friedel Bohny-Reiter. Likewise, it brought 
together, far from any question of glory, drawings of unknown people inside or 
leaving camps that were ordered from artist internees by the mayors of small towns 
such as Septfonds, where a camp had been set up, in a show of economic and 
common ideological support for revolutions (one of the themes proposed to them 
was the commemoration of the French Revolution). 

The exhibition dealt with long-term exile, the theme of the cultural, artistic and 
humanistic resistance that followed in the post-war period when militant exhibitions 
of exiled artists and support committees were organised. Pledging to not return to 
Spain until it had been freed from Francoism, Picasso died in 1973 without visiting 
his homeland again: the ultimately banal and surely painful destiny of an exile, even 
though he was also the most famous artist in the world. Putting unknown or poorly 
known artists, nurses and interns on the same level, contextualised by documents 
and contrasted with some 20 pieces by modern-day artists, was a founding choice, 
as was the choice to mix international and local history, since Toulouse was the city 
that experienced the most profound cultural and social transformation as a result of 
this exile to France15. 

14  Citing Óscar Domínguez, Apel.les Fenosa, Luis Fernández, Pedro Flores, Carles Fontserè, Julio González, Roberta González, Hans  
 Hartung, Antonio Rodríguez Luna, Joan Miró, Manuel Ángeles Ortiz, Remedios Varo, etc.

15  Tellingly, Les Abattoirs is located in a working-class neighbourhood near the Varsovie Hospital (now known as Joseph Ducuing   
 Hospital), founded to accommodate Spanish exiles, and where works by Esther Ferrer were exhibited.
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Picasso and the Exodus. A Spanish History of Art in Resistance was a historical and 
moving exhibition that united since it revealed the resources of artists locked up 
in internment camps and their need to create, and it also put current migrations 
into historical perspective by means of a historical exodus. It was conceived as a 
social and territory-related project. In parallel, the Je suis né étranger [I was born 
a foreigner] programme was rolled out for the first time in 2019 throughout the 
Occitanie region, which is also an area of migration. 

To commemorate the anniversary of La Retirada, this mass exodus of 500,000 
Spaniards over the French-Spanish border, 70 artists (an equal number of men and 
women) of over thirty different nationalities and whose work was displayed at 25 
locations in 25 exhibitions provided a perspective on migration in the present day.

Four themes were defined—“born in exile”, “scenes of exile”, “walking to stay alive” 
and “the crossing”—and the projects invaded an extremely varied range of spaces 
and were constructed in close collaboration with the partners, in accordance with 
each personal and territorial history.

Conceived as an artistic, cultural and social project, the cultural and mediation 
schedule had to and was able to address these questions related to exile. As we 
must open our doors to those that act, we welcomed the associations Toulouse 20 
juin and Amnesty International throughout the duration of the exhibition. They were 
given the museum hall as a space to exchange and discuss the situation of migrants 
nowadays with visitors.

The exhibition ¡Dulces Sueños! Artists from the contemporary Spanish scene rounded 
out this proposal with artists that, beyond Spanish history, question the resurgence 
of postcolonial history and the challenges of world history, that which made us 
choose or continues to make us choose to exploit others economically, culturally, 
sexually or politically16. 

As a polysemic whole with several beginnings, forms and formats, this proposal 
found an international, national and local audience; a varied audience composed 
of descendants searching for a piece of the past and art and history enthusiasts, in 
addition to a significant young audience in search of both knowledge and current 
issues.

16  Carlos Aires, Daniel García Andújar, Jordi Colomer, Democracia, Esther Ferrer, Glenda León, Daniela Ortiz, Pedro G. Romero, 
 Oriol Vilanova.
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It also changed those of us that work at the museum as it made us hear buried 
voices, voices that are near and far as well as present-day voices, sparking reactions 
and gradually creating beautiful, moving and unplanned encounters; because it also 
made us the guardians of a story to be continued and, once more, engaged us not 
with an exhibition but with moments. 

It was yet another step in this path of research that we have undertaken. In a few 
months, we will hear another singular voice that originated from exile, alongside 
the voices of other unintended creators. Les Abattoirs, Museum – Frac Occitanie 
Toulouse will soon present the exhibition “La Déconniatrie”: art, exile and psychiatry 
around François Tosquelles17, which will be based on the career of the Catalan 
psychiatrist François Tosquelles (1912-1994) and his role in the development of the 
psychiatric hospital at Saint-Alban-sur-Limagnole in Lozère, including his artistic and 
intellectual heritage, which is still strong today. 

Taking the figure of François Tosquelles (the common theme of the exhibition) 
as a starting point, it questions the connections between art, exile and psychiatry 
as well as the notion of creation in a context of exclusion, imprisonment or 
hospitalisation by uniting a local history of modern art with a history of outsider art 
and contemporary art, and also with a history of psychology and ethnopsychology 
and of decoloniality. 

François Tosquelles arrived in Saint-Alban-sur-Limagnole on 6 January 1940 after 
leaving his homeland a few months previously fleeing from the regime of Franco, 
the winner of the Spanish Civil War. He followed in the footsteps of the exiles of 
La Retirada and was detained in the Septfonds camp, where he set up a makeshift 
psychiatric service before returning to Saint-Alban, where he helped make the 
hospital the birthplace of a new movement in French psychiatry. Before treating 
the patients, the institution, sick due to its excessively repressive nature, must be 
treated.

17  La Déconniatrie: art, exil et psychiatrie autour de François Tosquelles, exhibition at Les Abattoirs opening on 14 October 2021, in   
 conjunction with Centre Cultural Contemporània de Barcelona; Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid, and the American  
 Folk Art Museum, New York. Curated by: Carles Guerra, Joana Maso, Julien Michel, Annabelle Ténèze.
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Several patients at Saint-Alban started to create—including Auguste Forestier, 
Benjamin Arneval, Aimable Jayet, Clément Fraisse and Marguerite Sirvins—and 
became some of the great names associated with what Jean Dubuffet, who passed 
through Saint-Alban in 1945 and then again 1948, called “outsider art”. 

The hospital where Tosquelles was located during the Second World War was also 
the refuge of several members of the Resistance and refugees fleeing the advance 
of Nazi occupation, including among surrealist circles. Saint-Alban is therefore an 
incubator, the meeting point of writers, artists and doctors (including the psychiatrist 
and thinker Frantz Fanon, who had just written Black Skin, White Masks upon his 
arrival in 1952) who worked together on a new experience of exile in its various 
forms and are the catalyst of art-therapy, art that heals: “act in one’s local area, think 
of the entire world”, but also heal in one’s local area and heal one’s local area thanks 
to art, in order to think more globally.

It is now down to the museum and art to continue making voices heard—all voices 
in all languages, even the silent ones—and to ensure that sounds, music and poetry 
take hold of all spaces, not just the exhibition space.
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